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I-General Informarion

II-The College of Arts and Sciences
III-The School of Business Administration
IV-The School of Engineering
V-The School of Music
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VIII-The Graduate School
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SCHOOL OF LA\ø CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION,

1961

June 1-3-Thursday-satutday: Counseling and issuance
Junc 3-SaturdaY: Registration

of

packets.

June f-Monday: First day of instruction.
Iune 7-\Øednesday: Last day for late registration and payment of accounts;
last day Íor adding courses'
9-Friday: Last day for dropping courses v¡ithout grade penalty and fot
-Iunechange
of division (day and evening).

July 4-Tuesday: Hoiiday.
July
- 3l-Monday: Last day for payment of graduation fee, ûling diploma order
cards and signing degree application

for

graduation.

August 1O-Friday: Last day of
,{ugust 1l-Saturday: Examinations begin'
,{ugust l8-F¡iday: Examinations end; ofrcial close of term.
Ofrces o{ the University v¡ill be closed on Tuesday, July 4.
classes.

FALL SEMESTER,

1961-62

August l-Tuesday: Last day for filing application for admission for academic
yeat L96L-62,
September 11-13-Monday-'{Øednesday: Issuance of registration permits and
packets.

September 12, l3-Tuesday, \Øednesday: Orientation for all
students, counseling as needed for continuation students,
September 14,

ne¡' and transfet

1f-Thursday, Friday: Registration.

l8-Monday: First day of instruction.
September 2f-Monday: Last day for l¿te registration and payment of accounts;
last day for adding courses.
October 2-Monday: Last day for dropping courses without grade penalty.

September

November 4-Saturday: Homecoming.
November 30-December 2-Thursday-Saturday: Thanksgiving recess begins
p.m. \ùØednesda¡ November 29.
December

4-Monday:

Classes resume,

10

8¡00 a.m.

December 22-Jantaty 2-Friday-Tuesday, inclusive: Christmas recess begins
10 p.m. Thursday, December 21.
January 3-Vednesday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.

January 1l-Thursday: Last day of classes.
January 13-Saturday: Examinations begin,
January 23-Tuesday: Examinations end; oficial close of
Ofrces of the University will be closed: September
cember 22, 2t, 2t, 26t January l.

semester.

4i

November

j0;

De-

Y

The School of Law C¿lender

t

SECOND SEMESTER, 7961-62
January 25, 26-Thrtsday, Friday: Orientation and counseling.
January 25, 26-Thutsday, Friday: Registration.
January 29-Monday; First day of instruction.
February f-Monday: Last day for l¿te regisrtation and payment of âccounts;
last day for adding courses.
February l2-Monday: Last day for dropping courses q'ithout grade penalty.
Awil l9-23-:Thursday-Monday, inclusive: Easter recess begins 10:00 p,m.
Vednesday, April te.

April 24-Tuesday: Classes resume, 8100 a,m.
Apñl 24-28--fuesday-Saturday: Lawyers \Øeet
May ll-Friday: Last day of class.
May l2-Saturday: Examinations

(Tentative).

begin.

May 22-Tuesday: Examinations end.
May 27-Sunday: Baccalaureate, lvlcFarlin Memo¡ial Âuditorium, 9¡30 a.m,

May 28-Monday: Graduation
Ofices

exercises, Coliseum.

of the University will

be closed

April

20,

ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
ADMINISTRATION
THn Scrroor, o¡'L¡w

\fiilis M. Tate, M.4., LL.D., L.H'D.,

Sc,D, Ptesìd'ent of tbe Uni'

aetìtY
Hemphiil M. Hosford, Ph.D., Vice-Presideøt ønil Ptouost

of

UniuersitY

the

Trent C. Root, M.B.A., LL.D', Yice-Ptesi'deøt ønil Treøsuret of the
Uniaersi'tY

Sterling F. \Øheeler, 8.D., D.D., Ad'ministrøtiue Vìce-Ptesident

of tbe Uniuersi.tY

Løu
John \Ø. Riehm, 8.S., J.D', Deøø of Tbe Scbool of
Etneúttts
Deøø
S.J.D.,
Charles Shirley Potts, M.4., LL.B.'
Robert Gerald Storey, B.A', LL.D., Deøn Emni'tøs
Eugene L. Smith, B.B.A., LL.B., ,4.sslslønt to the Deøø
Norma Decker, Ad.mìnistrøtiae Suþnuìsot
Doris Beale, SecretøtY to tbe Deøn
Junerose Swepston, Secretøry

of

Adrnìssions

Bonnie kay, Recotdiøg SectetøtY

Mary Nelle Jeffers
Margaret Seifert
Mary Grace Shuey

Secretaries

to tbe Føcølty

\Øillie Thompson
Mary Greening, PBX Receþti'oøist

SoutrrvsstsnN LEGAL FouNonT¡oN
\Øm. A. Blakley, Chaìr¡nøtt of tbe Boørd of Ttustees
Gerald C. Mann, Yice Cbøirmøn
Robert Gerald StoreY, Presideøt
R. R. Gilbert,Vìce Presi'dent
Fred F. Florence,'e Trcøswer
George C. McGhee, SenetørY

Andrew R. Cecil, Execu.tiue Yice Presiilent øød Ed'øcøtionø|,
Dfuector

Robert A. \Øilson, Vice Presiilenl and Director of Reseøtcb
+Deceased December

2t,

1960,

Faculty
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FACULTY'$
Ar-aN R. Bnortrrnc, 4.8.,

LL.B.,

Associate Professor

of Law,

Faculty Advisor, Southwestern Law Journal
4.8,, f 949, Ilarvard University¡ LL.B., 19t2, Yale University;
practice

in Dallas since 19f2¡ military

Methodist University since l9f

J.lN Peul

Cnenulrz,8.4.,

privetc

service l9J2-19f4¡ Souther¡

f.

8.S., M.S., LL.B., LL.M., J.U.D.

Professor of Law
8,S.,8.4., 1928, M.S., 193t, J'U'D', 1933, University of Prague; PrivatDozent, University of Prague, 1938-39¡ Legal Adviser, U.S. Military
Government, Germany, 7945i Trial Attorney and Associate Prosecutor,
U.S. Ofice of Chief of Counsel for \Øar Ctimes, Nuremberg, 194t-48;

Associate P¡ofessor of Political Science, Havana Business University, 194849i Professor of Law, University of Puerto F.ico,7949-Í2; Sterling Fellow,

lgtl-rz,

'

Yale University; LL'M., 1952,\ale University; Visiting Le¡turer
Professor of L¿w, University

of Law, Yale University, l9l2-J3¡, Visiting

of Mississippi, summers of. 195r, 19f4; Associate Professor of Law, Louisiana State University, 19J3-Jit LL.B., 19tt' University of Mississippi;
Professor of Law, University of Mississippi, l91l-58; Visiting Professor of
Law, Tulane University, l9r7-r8i Professor of Law, International Faculty
of Comparative Law, Luxembourg' summer 19i8; Southern Methodist University since 19f8.

Juuo Crsen Curro-Rue, J.S.D.,

LL.M.

Professor

of Lew

J.S.D., 1948, Facult¿d de Derecho, Universidad Necion¿l de L¡ Plat¡;
LL.M. i" Comparative Law, Southern Methodist Univereit¡ 1953; priv¡tc
practice in Buenos Aires, Ârgentina, 1943-7952i membe¡ of F¿cult¿d de
berecho, U¡iversid¿d Nacional de L¿ Plata 7946'7948i Graduate Fellor,
Lew Institute of the A,mericas, Southern Methodist University l9r2'l95tl
Southern Methodist University since 1953.

Henwv L. Davrs, 4,.8.,

LL.B.

of Law ¿nd Director
of Moot Court Activities

Professor

A.8,, 19t7, Univetsity of Âkron; LL.B', 1940, Souther¡ Methodist U¡i-

versity; Special Agent and Supervisory Agent, Federal Bureau of Investige'
t:or.,1940-1946; privatc prâctice irr Dallas, 1946-1947i Southern Methodi¡t
Uaivereity ¡i¡ce 1946.

Professor of L¿w
of \Tisconsin¡ Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University,

Gr,yoe Er"rcnt, 4.8., LL.B.
.A,,8., 1921, University

192l-7923¡ LL.B., 1930, Harvard University; gencral practice in Dallal'
79!0-1936; Aßsoci¿tc Professor of Law, Baylor University, l9t6-19t8:'
umpire in labor disputes betrreen North American Aviation a¡d U.A.!Z.C.l,O,, 1944-1945; Southero Methodist Univetsity since 1938.
*The faculty is listed alphabetically.

The School of Law
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Cnanr,rs O'Nrr¡.r. G,ttvtN, B.S.C., M.B.A.,

J.D.

Professor

of Law

B.S,C., 1940, Southe¡n Methodist Univetsity; M.B,A., 1941, J'D" .1947,

North¡r,estero University¡ U,S. Navy l9¡2-1946t privete pmctice ia
Dalles 1947-19i2; Southern Methodist University since 19f 2'

Antrrun LroN H¡norNc,4.8., J'D.,

S.J.D.

Professor

of Law

A,B', 1924, University of Arkansas; J.D., 1927, University o-f Michigan¡
S,J,D., 1932, F{arvard University; Assist¿nt and Associate Professor ot
líw,'1927-l'933, Southern tvtethåáist Universityi Brandeis Research Fellow, Harvard Law School, l93l-1932i Professor of Law, University. of
ldaúo, l-933-1940; military service, 1940-1946, seming as Executive,
Montára and Idaho Military District, in ofice of Chief of Stafi' U. S'
Army, and as Chief of ôperations, Army Ground Forces; Southern
Methodist University si¡ce 1946.

LeNN¡nr VrnNoN LansoN, 8.S., J.D.,

S.J.D.
-DirectorProfessor of Law

and

of

EmPloYment

and Placement
8.S., 1933' J,D,, 19t6, University
.Assistant'
of Michigan;-Public

of Vashington; S.J.D., 1942, Univemity
of Law, Baylor Univerrity,

Associate and Professor

Måmber, Eighth Regional \fiar Labor Board, Dellas,
1942-1944; Attotney with National Slar Labor BoaÁ, 1944'1945¡ Counscl,
Reseerch Development Division, New Mexico School of Mine¡' 1945-1946;

1938-l9i4t

Southern Methodist University since 1946.

Josnnu \ü¡nss McKNIcHT, B.A.' M.4., B.C.L., LL.M.
Associate Professor

of Law and Director of Legal Aid

8.A., 1947, University of Tex¿si B'4. in Jurisprudence, 1949; M.A"
19t4i B.C,L, 19f0, Oxford University (Magdalen Colleee); LL,M"

I9i9,

Columbia Univetsity; United St¿tes Navy, 1944-1946; Rhodes
at Oxford Universìty, 1947-l9toi private practice in New York
City, lgtl-l9tt; Southetn Methodist University since 19If; James Kent
Fellow, Columbia University School of Law, 1958-59.
Scholar

Roy Ronnnr Rav,

Professor of Lav¡
S.J,D.
LL,B.' 1928' University of Kentucky¡ S.J.D.,

,4,.8., LL.B.,

A,8.,

1924, Centre College3

V.

Rnurvr, 8.S., J.D.

1930, University of Michigan; Research Fellow, University of Michigan,
1928-1929 and Summer, 1930; Visiting Professor, Vanderbilt University,
1937-l9t9t University of Colorado, Summer, 1931¡ University of Michigan,
Summer, l9!9; on le¡ve of absence, 1942-1946, serving successively as
Regional Rationing Attorney, Regional Rent Attorncy, O,P.A., and Chief
Hearing Commissioner, Ofrce of Administrative Hearings; Southern Methodist University since 1929,

JoHN

Dean and Professor of Law

8,S,, 1941, Bradley University; J.D., 1947, University of Michigeni United
States Army Air Forces, 1942-1945t general practice in New York City,
1947 -1948 rnd Summer, 1949, 19 5 1, 1953 ; Southern Methodist University
since 1948.

Faculty
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Ar,¡N M. SrNcr-lrn, LL.B., LL,M.

Assistant Professor of Law
LL,B., 19t6, Dalhousie University; LL.M,, 19t7, Southern Methodist

University; LL.M., 1960, University of Michigan; private practice, Halifax, Nova Scotia, l9i6; Southern Methodist University since 1957.

Eucr,NE,

L. SvrrrH, B.B.A.,

LL.B.

Assistant to the Dean and
Assistant Professor of Law

B.B.A,, 19tt, LL.B,, 19t8, Southe¡n Methodist University; Briefing
Clerk, Supreme Court of Texas, l9f8-i9¡ Teaching Fellow, Stanford
University School of Law, 1959-60i Southern Methodist University since
t960.

A. J. THorvras, Jn., 8.S., LL.B., LL.M.,

S.J.D.

Professor

of Law

8,S., 1939, .A,gricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; LL,B., 1943,
University of Texas; LL,M,, 7947, S,J,D., 19t0, University of Michigan;
Vice Consul, United States Foreign Service, 1943-1946t Southern Methodist

University since 1947.
\frr¡-r-rerr,r VnNDrncnpEK, 8.S.,

J.D.,

LL.M.

Assistant Professor

of

Lav¡

8.S., 19t2, Iowa State College; J.D., 19tt, State University of Iowa;
LL.M,, 19t9, Yale University; private practice, 1951i U. S. Marine Corps,
lgtt-l9t7t Law Clerk, Judge M.D. Van Oosterhout, United States Court
of Âppeals, Eighth Circuit, t9t7-l9t8i Sterling Fellow Yale Law School,
1958-l9r9t Southern Methodist University since 19i9,

Crrenr.¡s \Ø. \Ørusrpn, Ph.B., LL.B.

Professor

of Law

Ph,B., 1942, Mârquerte University¡ LL.B., 1948, University of Visconsin¡
A.ssistant and.{.ssociate Professor of Law, University of Buflalo,19481953; ,{ttorney, Legal Department, General Electric Co., l9J3-1954i
Southern Mcthodist University since 1954.

Moss Vrrr,rnrsu,

4.8.,

LL.B.

A,8., 1924, East Central State

of Law
of Legal Aid

Professor

and Faculty Adviser
College

of

Oklahoma; LL,B., 1942, Uni-

versity of Oklahoma; engaged in high school teaching, 7924-7938, Oklahoma and Colorado; private practice and County Jrdg¡, 1942-1946,
Ada, Oklahoma; Southern Methodist University since 1946.

Ffano¡-o G. 'SØnrN,A..8., LL.B., J.S.D

Professor

A.8., 1942, Columbia University; LL.B. 1948, Columbi¿

of Law

University;
J.S,D., 19t7, Yale Law School. Lieutenant, U.S, Navy, 1942-46. P¡ivate
prâctice, 7948-49. ,{ssociate Prolessor of Law, 1949-t3, Professor of Law,
University of Mississippi, l9t3-t4i Professo¡ of Law, University of Oklahoma, 1954-f7; Southern Methodist University since 19J2.

T'he School

l0

of Law

LIBRARY STAFF
Law Library

FftsunNre Tunnrvu-r.n, B'4.
8.4., 1930, E¿st Texas State Te¿chers College¡ taught-in ptbli".-t"I3T:
¿;d*; t'tnr, wsì-igii "it"1.d"d univeisitv of Texas' te43-1944i
Columbi¿ Uoi".rrity S"iàãi oi ii¡""tv Science, Summel' \9.47'i -4-t-ttï,T'
utrrLaw Librarian, University of Texas, 1944-1947i Southern Methodrst
versity since 1947.

Susrr K.

Auntcur, B.A', 8.S., M.A.

Assistant Law Librarian

B.A', University of Oklahom¿, 1930i Teacher ¡"-plþ|i". schools' ,Cooper'
University of Oklahoma' l94o;-'b'5'
Texás, 1930-19ig; M.Á. in history,
'ôklahome,
7942; Univetsity of Texas
in Liúrary S"i"t"., Ütit""sity of
Library, il+z-tt+l;-East T*as State Library, 7949'1953i Texas -Agri;;l;;;i *¿ I'r."ti""i".t College Librarv, Lgti-1960:' Southern Methodist
University Law LibrarY 1960.

Billie B. Brooks
Rosemary Campbell

Clericøl Assistøttts

Carolyn Flofiman

LECTURERS

HrNnv Dav¡o Ar¡N, A.B'' LL.B.
Lno

Jerr FlonnuaN,8.4., LL.B., LL'M'

Peur. McC,rRRoLL, LL.B.

D, C¡nr- RIcuenos, 8.S., LL.B.
\Fnr-¡nrvr S. RrcH,qnpsoN, B'A.r LL.B., LL.M.

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
ADMISSIONS: Vebster (Chairman), Bromberg and Sinclair
CURRICULUM: \Øren (Chairman), McKnight and Thomas
SCHOLARSHIPS

AND LOANS: Ray (Chairman), Davis

and

\Øebster

GRADUA.TE: Riehm (Chairman), Chatmatz, Galvin, Harding
and Thomas

LIBRARY: Harding (Chairman), Bromberg and Charmatz
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE: Bromberg, Galvin,
Harding, Larson, McKnight, \Øebster

Faculty
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MEMBERS OF COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE:

Atbletìcst Larson
Dìsciþlì.ne: Davis

Eøþloymeøt øul Pløcewentt Larson
Librøriesz
Scbedale

A. J. Thomas, Jr.
ønil Iltilizøtì.on of Sþøcet Riehm

Scbolørsbips ønil Loøns:
Sþeciø|.

Harding (Vice-Chairman)

Lectures ønil Euentst Vebster

Stadent Actìoìties aød Orgøøizøtìonst Galvin

Uøiuersity Conuocøtioøs: McKnight

r
rz

The School of Law

TRUSTEES
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T"u sc'oo,., oFin LAwl92t,In

orsouthern

Method_ist University was established
February,
193g
the Dallas School oi Law, which was also est"bÍished in Lgzl by
the Young Men's Christian Association, $¡as merged with the School
of Law of Southern Methodisr University. Since that time the
Schotof Law has operated a Day Divisioå and an Evening Division. The School is a member of the Association of Americãn Law
Schools ¿nd is on the list of schools approved by the American Bar
Association.

THE SOUTH\TESTERN LEGAL FOUNDATION
The Southwestern Legal Foundation was organized in l94Z as a
Texas non-profit corpoiation for the purposJof supporting legal
education, projects in legal research, the improvemeni of the ad-

ministration of justice and continuing legal eãucation of practicing
attorneys. It was through the generous efforrs of the founderi
and members of the Southwestern Legal Foundation that the Legal
Center was built. The Foundation offices are located in the Legal
Center and it is here that most of its activities are carúed out.
The Southwestern Legal Foundation has been the moving force
behind the establishmeni of the Gradu¿te School of Americ"an and
Foreign Law, described elsewhere in this bulletin. The Foundation
h¿s lent its financial supporr ro rhe School of L¿w through supplements to, faculty salãiies and through research gr"tt* io pr'rticular faculty members. In addition, it"has afforded"to studentì in
the School of Law an opportuniry ro parricipate in the numerous
institute programs sponsored annually. Thesã institutes give law
students an opportunity to visit with and hear lectures by prominent attorneys speaking at institutes on oil and gas law, taxìtion,
personal injury litigation, labor law and jurisprudence.

in carrying out irs mission, is constantly enin exploring new fields of endeavor. As an example of its

The Foundation,
gaged

most recent effort, it has established through a special committee
liaison with the Southwestern Medical Founãation- in an effort to

explore more fully the relationship berween legal and medical problems. The product of rhis exploration will be reflected in further
institutes and, it is thought, in the possible establishment of certain

joint programs of study for law studenrs ¿nd medical students in
the field of medical jurisprudence.
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THE LEGAL CENTER
The School of Law is located in the Legal Center on the northv/est corner

of the U"itãttitv l"-p.rr, #itt i"

the city limits of

University Park, approximateÍy six miles from the business center
of Dallas. The School it* î"it¿ings (pictured elsewhere in this
"f Hall, Florenc"e Hall and the Lawyers Inn'
S"ff.tiif ir"l.rJ" Stot"y
Funds contributed to Jhe Sonttt*.ttern Legal Foundation by t"y.

of Lawyers-Ìnn, and funds p.rovided
"orrrr"*.ion
possible
Storey Hall. A generous gifc trom
tv businessmen made
Àir. Karl Hoblitzelle óf Otllrt enabled the University to remodel
and refurnish completely the third building, now nrmcd Florence
Hall in honor of ù.. F'r.d F. Florence, laie Dallas financier' The
?r-ify tÀ" t".. Maco Stewart, Sr., gave funds which made possi-

y."r ii"""""Jiti"

be¿utiful courtroom named in his honor' The Lawyers Inn- is
ble the "i
a modern Inns of Court. It provides living quarters and dining fafor seventy-five studãnts, and contains a lounge and a rec"iilri.r
i"riior room as iell as a facvlty dining room and several guest
t**t fot visiting attorneys. Florence Hall contains the Law

"" courtróm, offices of the Legal Aid Clinic,
ichool
"lasrroo*r,
for student activities. The main building,
rooms
arrd
,oo*,
,rrrdy
étátéy-gtit, houses the several libraries, the administrative ând
f;;;ily .m;;, of th" Law School, offices of- the Southwestern Legal
Foundâtion, the Southwestern Law Journal, several seminar rooms'
; ir;;; lrráito.irr,,,, a student lounge and a public lounge' The
buildings are of modifred Georgian architecture, conforming to.the
,tyl" oÏ all permanent buildings on th-e campus' These facilities
provide the iaw School with a physical plant unsurpassed in..the
'So.rth
ot Southwest. The classrooms-and courtroom are commodious
and well appointed. The three large reading rooms. in.the. main
building pto'ttld. a place for study-and research uncler ideal conditions.

THE LA\T LIBRARY
The Law Library, housed in Storey Flall, contains approximately
77,000 volumes, óareÍully selected io- avoid, unnecessary duplications and to inzure the greatesr possible usefulness, A.ccessions are
made at the rate of apprãximateþ f ,000 volumes a year'.with special attention beiog given to materials in the ûelds of Oil and Gas,
Taxation, Irrsurattãel International Law, Comparative Law, . and

legal
Jurispruáence. Emphasis is also placed on-latin American
treatises have been
anã
outstanding
periodicals
Codesl
þublËatiorrs.
åcouired from mosi of th" Latin American countries' There are
alsä coilections of legal literature of France, Germany,, Italy -and
Spain. The Library contains all reported cases of the Federal

General

Information

lt

Courts and all reported cases of the State Courts as well as all
English cases from the time of Henry VIII. There are also collectio_ns of the reported c¿ses from the principal countries of the British_ Commonwealth, including lreland, Sõotland, Australia, New
Zealar'd, South

Africa and

Canada.

f[¡s

Tibrary has complete 6,les of two hundred leading legal
periodicals. It currently subscribes to four hundred
ûf1y
"ndcounperiodic-als of which over one hundred are from foreign
tries. The starutory collection includes the curent statuie law of

the United States and of all of rhe srates. The rules, regulations and
decisions of the administrative agencies of the federaf government
are kept current. The Library hai excellent collections óf treatises,
encyclopedias, digests, citators and loose-leaf services which make it
a vduable working laboratory for the studenrs. Several copies of all
leading-textbooks are available. There are m¿ny rexrs on the subjects of government, economics, international -relations ¿nd busi-

in the collection.
Fondren Library, a handsomely appointed and air-conditioned
-Iì

ness

building,

houses tite general library.
is arranged for maximum
convenience and research. Its reading rooms are available to law
students at all times.

LA\TYERS INN
The Lawyers Inn provides residence accommodations for seventy-.
five unmarried l¿w studenrs in single and double suires. Rares p;r
semester are 9140 per man in a double room; glZf per man in a
single r_oom. Preference in the choice of rooms is given to graduates, third-year, second-year and first-year students, in that olrder.
{pplications for residence must be made on the form provided by
the Lawyers Inn and musr be accompanied by a deposit of $¡0.
$nnroval of application is not given until the applicant is accepted
for admission to the Law School. A bulletin desõiibing the Lafyers

{nn.may be-obtained by writing The Director, Lawyers iorr,
Southern Methodist University. Stutents living in Lawyers Inn aré
required to take their meals there. Cost of meals is g220 per

semester.*

OTHER LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS

for v¡omen are available in the several dormitories at
912t,913t, and gll0 per_semesrer. Inquiries concerning living
accommodations for married srudenrs should be addressed- ro th;
Rooms

Djlect-o¡

of Flousing, Perkins

School

of Theology, Southern Meth-

odist University, who maintains a list

of

acceptable accommoda-

tions.
* All ¡¿tes are subject to change at the beginning of. any

semesre¡.
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PRE.LEGAL STUDIES

The School of Law does not prescribe a fixed course of prei.cords of each applicant f":*:
t.grt ,roay, but does
"*;;ì;;.
mission tä' determine whether the undergraduate courses. taken
i.li..i-r¿.q""r. pr.pr.r.ìo. fo. th. stody o! hw' So far as the stu-

proã."i it tt.å io Ët."i "orrir.r, he should'seek a well-rounded.
pr-actrcaÞre
extent
gre¿test
the
to
therein
gram, incorporating

i""rt tr-.rt. ?àttà-iig subjects u, ",e "ãt prescribed: English Historv. Americ"r, n¡totv, út1h.*,tic', Lit&ature, Economics' PhiAccounti;;;;h" ""d Eihi"r' poíiii.tl Science or Government, and Particular
be
Latin'
it.should
tahen
is
i"*.'li a foreign language
;i?;"rd th";ì"J6.ff;tid to th. development of facilitv a.nd stvle
in clear and forceful

use

of the English language' Persons seeklng âq-

pt.-lu* studv sho"uld coniaci Professor Charles V'
\ø;brt* of thä iaw School i^culty who is the University pre-law

;il;;;;;t";
advisor.

THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary PurPose of the Law School is the preparation of the
student for the practrce of law The curriculum combines trainrn8 rn the science and method of the law, knowledge of the bod
of the law, and practical experience in the handling of
of the
problems. I t also- explores tlie relationship and
lawyer to other segments of societY.

The theoretical aspects are imparted by the -case and problem
merhods of instructiãn. The casj method involves the thorough

selected cases' stâtutes and other materials, and the disof legal principles deduced therefrom. Students are intro"rrrío.
á;;;11;-.Ë*it.ri"1t they will use in the Practice of law, and
learn to m¿ke distinctions and to reason by analogy'

;;;Ë;ir .¡

In the problem method, students read substantial portions.of
*it"t in the form of text, cases', statutes, and legal in;;;;*r;, in preparation for class. The information so acquiredoutis
itgüird'"nd s.tpple*ented .by lecture, and students work
soärtiorrs to ptobi"*t related to the material assigned' .\Øritten
the cou-rses using the probr"i"riã"t *ry b" required. Typical
-of the
-of
curriculum ,concerning the
portion
thai
is
b- À.thod'
ã."ot"tio" of property and the planning and ¿dministration of
subject

estates.

This method will be extended to other portions of the curriculum,
with variations made necessary by differences in subject matter'

unt'

this evenru¿r

"r"ï;:,':i:;:, *. ** *.,r"u

.,',1,

remain the basic method of instruction.
Practical experience is gained .not only through the problem
method of insiruction, bui also through such courses as Practice

Court, Appellate Advocacy, Legal \flriting, Legal Aid, and-by
work as t.rrd.ttt editors oi'the-southwestèrn Law Journal' The
conrenr of each of these coufses is detailed in the Description of
Courses section at pp. 30-36.
Throughout the curriculum, every effort is m¿de to- keep the
classes as'small as possible, and thereby give students the advantage of individual itterrtion and close personal relations with their
o.ãf.rrorr. Instruction in certain fields of law is given by active
iractitioners and lecturers chosen for their special fitness for the
particular subjects.
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ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Dates

of

Ad.mìssìott. Beginning students are admitted

in the Fall

Semester only.

Aþþlicøtion for Ad.missioz. Application for admission should be

in advance of the datã-of intended enrollment. Application must be in writing on forms supplied by the School of Law.
The application must bã supported byìransciipts from all colleges
attended by the applicant and by college questioffraires and letters of t"co*-ettdttion on forms supplied by the School of Lav¡.
A person filing an application while- itill enrolled in- his pre-legal
,tnãi"r should Jile tiattsc.ipts showing the pre-legal work completed to date, and the couises in which he is enrolled at the date
åf applicatiorr. Arrg.ttt I is the last day for filing applications for
the Fall semester.
Law School Ad'missìon Test. Candídates for admission to the first
vear class must take the Law School Admission Test administered
fv the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. Appiication l¡lanks for the test together with complete detrils about
ihe administration as well as practice questions may be obtained by
writing to: Law School Admission Test, Educational Testing
Service, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, New Jersey, or by contacting
the School of Law.
Candidates are urged to take the test before June 1 next preceding the fall semester in which they seek admission.
Admìssion by Selectioø. Admission to the School of Law is by
selection based upon the academic record of the applicant and
other available data. The School reserves the right to reject any
applicant without st¿tement of reason.
Credit Requìretnents, To be considered for admission, an applicant must have been granted a bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or university, or must have completed the first three years
of a six-year combination course leading to a degree in Laq¡ and Arts
or Law and Business Administration in order to be eligible for admission. A ninety semesúer hour minimum requirement is required
of students entering on the combination programs and shall be exclusive of credits earned in non-theory courses without substantive content appropriate to the study of law. Courses in Business
Law and related ûelds are not considered desirable pre-legal study.
Credit earned by correspondence is not acceptable in the ninety
semester-hour minimum requirement.
made well

t9
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Grade Reqøìrernents. The applicant must have a weighted average

of not lèss than C in all wòrk of college grade attempled 9d

in which a

grade, either passing

or failing,

has been recorded before

his application for admission will be considered. Courses for which
pre-lègal credit is not allowed, as stated in the paragraqh next preðeding, are not included in computing the average. \Øhere courses
have been repeated, both grades are included in the comput¿tion.

READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS
Students who have withdrawn from the School of Law while in
good standing will be readmitted subject to the following limitations.
Students who wi¡hdraw before completing their trst semester or
term of law study may apply for readmission in the Fall Semester
only. Students who completed one semester or term may apply for
readmission at the beginning of the Spring Semester only. Students
who have completed two or more semesters or terms prior to withdrawal mry rpply for readmission at the beginning of either semes-

ter or a summer session.
Students who apply for readmission within the following periods
will be readmitted without reexamination of their entrance credentials: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semester-hours
credit, within twelve c¿lendar months from the date of withdrawal;
those who withdrev¡ after earning twelve or more semester-hours
credit, within tv¡enty-four calendar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing these periods there will not be included
any period or periodi in which the student \rt¡âs on active duty with
any ãf the armed services of the United States, or any period in
which the student was licensed and engaged in the practice of law
in this or another state. Students who apply for readmission after
the expiration of the periods stated will be required to comply with
the requirements for ¿dmission and graduation in effect at the date

of

readmission.

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
Eligible, A student who has completed successfully a part
course in another law school (which was at the time of
such study a member of the Association of .American Law Schools,
or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Association) may apply for admission with advanced standing.
The student must also have met the admission requirements of this
law school at the time he began the study of l¿w. Students who
have been excluded from or are on probation at another l¿w school
Persoøs

of the law

are ineligible.
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of Atløissìon, Transfer students who heve cgmpleted two
or more ter-t of work in another law school may be admitted in the
summer session or in either semester of the long session. An applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit ¡
list of law courser^trken arrá inqrri.e concerning possible dates of
Døtes

admission.

Aþþlicøtion. Application for admission with adv¿nced standing
*oitittg' It must be supported by transcripts. from
-.tri b" made inlaw
schools previously attended. Good standing þ
all colleges and
'mutt
be established by letter from the
the law ichool last ¿ttended
the application or submitted
filed
with
Dean of that school, either
ât the time of enrollment in this school.
Aduøøced, Credìt. Advanced credit for work completed in another
law school will be determined by the Admissions Committee' Advanced credit will not be granted for course completed in another

"
law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.
Míøí¡¡nan' Resììlence Reqøi.rement A student admitted with advanced standing may not qualify for a degree from the School of
Law until he shatl hâve completed satisfactorily at least two semesters' study

in the Day Division or three semesters' study in

Evening Division

of the

School

the

of Law.

ADMISSION TO GRADUATE COURSES
The requirements

on page

for

admission

to graduate

courses are set out

39,

AUDITORS
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
law school may be enrolled as Auditors in specific courses. Auditors
take no examination and receive no credit forq¡ork taken.

THE STUDENT \øHO EARNS HIS \I¡AY
The Day Division curriculum is arranged and the work assigned
on the assumption that students will give all their time to work in
the School. In this connection, attention of the applicant is called
to the fact that classes are usually conducted from 8 a.m. to t P.m.
daily. Only the exceptional student may expect to complete the
work requirecl for the degree in the three-year period, if he is

I
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compelled to devote a part oÍ his time to employment. Experience
shows that the student of average ability who attemPts to carry
the full legal curriculum and a large âmount of outside employment
finds the burden too heavy, with consequent injury to health or
to the thoroughness of his professional preparation. Students who
must be substantially or wholly self-supporting while in law school
are advised to enroll in the Evening Division.
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ADMINISTRATIVE RULES AND
REGULATIONS
REGISTRATION
Registratìoø PeriorJs' Students who fail to -register during the
registration periods will be charged a late registration
"rrrroJrr"ed
r.girti"tion will be permiúed after the close of
i." Li g>.oo."No-inst?uction
in semesier, or aftet the close of the
ttt. fif* day of
"
session.
third day of instruction in a summer
Mitt'intum ønd NIøxì'munt' Ho'tlls, Unless a lesser number of hours
will meet residence and graduation requirements, minimum regis-

tration is: 10 semester-hõurs per ,.metter or 7 semester-hours per
summer session in the Day Division; 6 semester-hours Per semester
or 4 semester-hours p., ,.r*-.t session in the Evening Division'
Maximum registration is: 15 semester-hours Pel. semester or 10
semester-houri p.. tn--.r session in the Day Division; 10 semesterhours per ..rrr.it., or 6 semester-hours per summer session (except
;î;;;ilb;;r, fo, good cause mav ptt*it registration not to exceed

12 semester-hours-per semester or 8 semester-hours Per surtmer
in the Evening Division.

session)

Cløss Atteødøøce Vithottt Regi.strøtì.on. Attendance in classes
is prohibited unless a student is registered in the course'
Ad,ding ønd Droþþì'ng Cotnses.9g"tryt may be added or dropped
.,.rlv witË the written ipptorrtl of the Dean. If a course is discon ütti.d *itft""t the wriiten approval of the Dean, a failing grade

be entered. Addúã of courses will not be permit-tecl
of the fifth day of insrruction in a semester or after
third day oi instruction in a summer session' A
the
of
ih.
"lor"
À.y be dropped wiihout penalty during the first two weeks
"o"tr.
a se*eiter or th; first week of a summer session; in any course
of
dropped thereafter the student will receive a failing grade (VF) '
A óharge of g1'00 is made for aclding or dropping a course'

?\i/Èj ;ii

àfi*it.

close

AND ATTENDANCE
Cløssroom Vorþ". The instructor may, with the consent of the
Dearr, drop a student from a course for'poor classroom work done
ttr.t.í" or^fo, irnproper conduct in the classroom' In such case the
student will receive-a failing grade (\7'F) in the course'
Absences, Leaves of absence are not permitted and excuses for
absences are nor accepted. A student registering late is charged _for
absences from all class sessions prior to the date of registration. No
penalty is assessed for the firsr fifteen hours of class absences for a
CLASSROOM \P'ORK

,{dministr¿tive Rules and
student enrolled

Regulations
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in the Day Division, or for the first ten hours of

class absences for a student enrolled in the Evening Division, in any
one semester in all courses taken, but for each additional hour's ab-

will be diminished by
semester-hour (absences incurred in courses which are
dropped or failed, or in which the final examination is not permitted
to be taken on account of excessive absences, v¡ill not be counted in
computing this penalty). A student will not be permitted to take
the final examination in a course from which he has been absent
more than /a of. the class-hours, regardless of the cause of such absences. In such case a failing grade (\ØF) is entered.
sence a student's credit toward graduation

l/10

of.

I

,4. student may voluntarily withdraw from Lav¡ School before
the date of his first examination. In the event of such a voluntary
withdrawal no credit will be given for work in any class and a
notation of withdr¿wal (\f¡) q¡ill be entered on rhe student's
record. There v¡ill be no refund of tuition after the third week

of

class.

from Quìzzes. A student who fails to take a previously
announced quiz may not continue the course unless excused by the
Dean for good cause shown in writing (in advance if possible). If a
Absences

student is excused from a quiz his grade in the course
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.

will

bc

Absmces from Examiøøtìoøs. A srudenr unable to take a final
examination at the time scheduled, because of illness or other unavoidable cause must, as eaily as possible (in advance if practicable),
notify the Dean in writing of such absence and che reâson therefor.
The Dean, in conference with the instructor, will pass upon the
reason and notify the student of his decision. If the reason be found
sufficient, the student. may take the examination with the class
when it is next given. The Dean will authorize a special examination at a time to be fixed by the instructor only under exceptional
circumstances.

GRADES AND CREDITS
The minimum passing grade is 60. The fi.nal grade in a coursc
is based upon written examinations and other required written
work. No final examination paper will be regraded or returned to
a student. Re-examination is not authorized. A student who fails
to pass a required subject may repeât the course but is not required
to do so except where failure is due to dropping or being excluded

from the course.
Method

of Comþøtìng Auerøges. The grade in each course will
in proportion to the semester-hours credit assigned to

be weighted

The School
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In computing the

of Law
will

be included failures
courses in v¡hich
the student has taken the 6nal examin¿tion or received a ûnal gracle,
regardless of whether credit in a particular course is required to meet
the minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhere a course is repeated both grades will be entered in computing the overall average.
\Øhere the student receives a failing grade (\ØF) because of drop-

the course.

average there

from dropped couries and the gradei from all other

ping or being excluded from a cou.se, that grade will be
as

entered

40 in cornputirg his average.
RESIDENCE

Day Diuisiou A candiclate for graduation must have been in resifor not less than six semesters and one summer session (at leâst
107 weeks). To constitute residence in the Day Division the candidate must have been registered for not less than 10 semester-hours
dence

in a semester or for not less than 7 semester-hours in a summer session, and must have passed not less than 9 semester-hours in a
semester or not less than 6 semester-hours in a surruner session.

A candidate for graduation must have been in
for not less than eight semesters and two summer sessions
(at least 150 weeks). To constitute residence in the Evening Divisìon, the candidate must have been registered for and passed not
less than 6 semester-hours in a semester or 4 semester-hours in a
Euening Dìaision:

residence

summer session.

If a student is registered for but fails to Pass the minimum
number of hours reqnired for residence, he will be granted fractional residence credii in proportion to the amount of work passed.
Residence cannot be earnéd in repeated courses if earned when the
first taken.
Should a student transfer from one Division to the other, one
semester's residence in the Evening Division will be considered as
3/a of a semester in the Day Division; and one semester's residence
in the Day Division will be considered 4 / 3 of. â semester in the
course was

Evening Division.

ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION

In the following Regulation, "semester" shall be construed to
include a summer session of l0 or more weeks; "upperclassman"
shall be construed to mean one who has completed two semesters
witlr an overall grade average of 70 or more. For the method of

computing grade averages,

see page 23.

Administrative Rules and

Regulations
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Aurorvranc Excr-usro¡v
Fi.rst

Yeø

Stud.ents

1. Any student whose overall grade averâge at the end of the
ûrst semester is less than 60 shall be excluded âutomatically. FIe may
be readmitted in a subsequent fall semester as a beginning student.
Any other student may withdraw voluntarily at the end of the frrst
semester, and may reenter

in

a subsequent

fall

semester as a beginnin-g

student. Students reentering law sðhool under this paragraph will
not be given credit for
completed prior to exclusion or with"orr.L,
drawalfand grades earned
in those coursis will not be counted in
computing gt"d.
Any student readmitted under this P-ara"n.ttg.s.
g.aph whó ão., ,rot
haie an overall ¿verage of 70 at the end of his
æcó"d semester following readmission will 6e excluded automatically;

will not be readmittJd.
paragraph only once.

he

A

student

will

be readmitted under this

2. Any student whose overall grade à\etage at.the end 9f the
ûrst two semesters is less than 65-shall be excluded automatically;
he

will not be readmitted.

3. Any student whose over¿ll grade averâge at the end of the
first two semesters is less than øs, but not less than 65, shall be
excluded automatically; he may be readmitted as a beginning student in a subsequent fall semester. fn case of readmission under this
paragraph the itudent will be classified for all purposes as a beginning student and will not be given credit for any courses -completed þrior to exclusion, and grades earned in those courses will not
be co.rttt.d in computing grade âverages. Any student readmitted
under this paragraph who does not have an overall avertge of 7,0

at the end of

his- second semester following readmission

excluded automatically; he

will

be

will not be readmitted.

Uþþercløssmeø

Any student whose overall grade average at atry time falls
below6S shall be excluded automãtically; he will not be readmitted.
Pnonnt¡oN
Fìrst Yeør Stødents

Any student whose overall grade avetage at the end of the first
t*o ,Lrrr.tt..s is less than 20, but not less th¿n 68, shall be placed
on probation. If he makes an average of 72 ot more in his next
,"-ãrter in school, and his overall grade average continues to be
less than 20, he will become an upperclassman on probation. If
he fails to make an ¿verage of. 72 n his next semester in school
he will be excluded automatically. Unless his overall grade average

The School of Law
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at exclusion is below 65 he may be readmitted as a beginning student in a subsequent fall semester. In case of readmission under
this paragraph the student will be classified for all purposes ¿s a be-

ginning student and will not be given credit for any
co*pleted prior to exclusion, and grades earned i¡ those"o.t.s.r
courses will
not be counted in computing lrade âverages, Any student readmitted under this paragraph *hã do.r nor iave an overall âverage
ot 70 at the end of his second semesrer following readmission will
be excluded âutomârically; he will nor be re¿dmitied.
U

þþercløssnen

Any student whose overall grade average
time is less than
^t ^nyAny probationary
70, but not less than 68, shall be on probation.
student whose current grade average in any semester is less than Z0
v¡ill be excluded automatically. He will not be readmitted to the
Law School.
DISCIPLINE

To safegnard its ideals of scholarship, charactet, and personal
behavior, the School of Law reserves, and each student as â condition of admission concecles to the School of Law, the right to
require the v¡ithdrawal of any student ãt
time for any reason
^îymay be honorable, as
deemed sufficient. Dismissal from the school
in the case of a student dropped solely for poor scholarship, or
dishonorable, as in the case of expulsion for violation of thé examination rules or other serious breaches of discipline. Minor infr¿ctions of the rules of the School of Law will render rhe srudent liable to suspension from classes and cancellation of examinations, with consequent loss of credit.
Students in the School of Law shall not, without rhe consenr of
the Dean, either individually or collectively use rhe name of Southern Methodist University School of Law in any acriviry of any
kind outside the regular work of the school. Violation of'this rull
is regarded as sufrcient cause for dismissal,
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION

All

canclidates

for the

degree

of

Bachelor

of

Laws musr sarisfy

the following requirements:
1. The Candidate must have complied

with the residence require-

ments âs set out on page 24, The last ts/o semesters of Day
Division resiclence muri b" acquired in this school. The lasr three
semesters of Evening Division residence must be acquired in this
school.

Schedule

of

Courses
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2. Ninety semester-hours' credit (84 hours for those beginning
the study of law prior to 1960) with an overall grade avenge of.
not less than 70. (For the method of computing averâges, see page
23).
3. All required courses must hâve been taken.
The Faculty reserves the right to change the schedule of courses
required for graduation. Flowever, when a required course is inserted in the cuniculum àt a point already passed by the student
he will not be required to go back and take that course.

A

of the stated
for the degree only those courses which were completed by him in this or another approved law school v¡ithin the
six calendar yeârs next preceding the intended date of graduation
4.

candid^te may ofier toward the fulfilment

requirements

if

he has been enrolled in the Day Division or another full-time law
school, eight calendar years if he has been enrolled in the Evening
Division or another pârt-time law school. In computing the period
there shall not be included therein any period or periods in which
the candidate was on âctive duty with any of the armed services of
the United States, or any period in which the candidate was licensed
and engaged in the active practice of law in this or another state.
f

. The student's use of English must be satisfactory.

6. Except for the limitation under rules regarding readmission of
former students a student must meet the hour and residence requirements for graduation in efiect at the time he enters law school.
The student will not be affected by subsequent changes in gradua-

tion requirements,
HONORS
Candidates for the LL.B. degree having the highest averrge graáe,
not to exceed ten per cent of the graduating class, rnay, by vote of
the faculty, be awarded the degree, cørø løade, îtt,ngnø cuilL løil'de or
suTn?nø cum løud.e. No one shall be eligible for honors v¡ho shall have
taken elsewhere more than one-third of the v¡ork offered for the
degree. The average grade shall be based on work done in this school
only; but to receive the degree with honors a transfer from another
college must have at least a B average in law courses in the school
previously attended.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES 196I-62
The School operates on the plân of two semesters of sixteen weeks
each and a summer session

of

eleven weeks,

Fot 196l-62 the

dates

The School
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of these sessions are: Summer Session, June f to August lïr 796l;
Fall Semester, September 18, 1,961, to January n: ß62t Spring
Semester, Janwary 29 to May 24, 1962.
All Day Division students are required to spend a minimum of
six semesters and one summer sessiãn in resiãence (at least l0Z
weeks) and complete a total of 90 semester-hours of worh (84
hours for those beginning the study of law prior to 1960). The
required summer's residence must follow the ûrst year's study excePt in rare instances where permission is obtained to use the second
summer.

_All ,Evening Division srudents are required to spend a minimum
summer ."rrions in residence (at least
1I0 weeks) and complete a total of 90 semester-hours of work (84
hours for those beginning the study of law prior to 1960). The
summer session residence must follow each of the first two years
except in rare instances where permission is obtained to use a later

of eight semesters and two

summer.

For the year 1967-62 the faculty proposes to offer the courses
listed below. The Arabic numeral opposite each course indicates
the number of semester-hours of credit. Every effort will be
made to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances

may necessitate minor changes. Persons interested in particular
courses should inquire about them shortly before the beginning of
the semester or session for which they are announced,
SUÀ,{MER SESSION 1961

Dev DrvrsroN
Colrpur-sony ¡,on Stunp¡¡'rs V¡ro H¡.v¡ Coulr,r.ruo rrr¡ FInst yr¡n
Commercial Transactions
Marital Rights and
4

Land Titles

Community Property
FOR ALL OTHER

Adv¿nccd Problems

in

Constitutional L¿v¡ ----------------- 2

-----,------------

3

STUDENTS

Legal Vriting
Problems of Proof

1

2

EvnNrNc DrvrsroN
Coupur-sony

ron Stuosxls \Ø¡lo H¡vr Couplrteo tH¿ Frnst Y¡¡n

Constitution¿l Law
Legal Âccounting

------------------------

4

Basic Legal Research

___,_--_---_________

CoupuLsony Fon Stu¡¡r.¡Ts S7r¡o H¡v¿ Co¡r¡pr,nT¡o Two Yr¡.ns
Marital Rights and
Estates I
Community Property
Land Titlcs
I
FOR ALL OTHER
Damages

Legal ]ùi/riting

1

2

)

2

2

STUDENTS

Public Utilities Law

------------ - ---

-

2
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FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 196I-62

D¡y

Drvlsro¡r

FIRST YEA.R (All Courses Required)

Føll

Sþúng

Senester

Basic Legal Research

Crimcs fI
Equity ......

:J

2
3

I

II

------,,-

Sernester

---

-

2

Moot Court

3
3

Property

To¡ts

Contracts

1

Contracts I

II

Property

Torts

1

II

SECOND YEAR (Á,ll Courses Required)
Appellate Advocacy oÌ
Legal Writing

or
1
2
4
2

I

Business

Constitutional Laiv

Ilstales I
Legal Accounting
Procedure

Busiñess Assoclations

Estâtes

Procedure

Taxation

I

THIRD
(All

II

II

. -.,.-...--:

-

II

1
4
3
4

YEÁ,R

Court I and II)
Civil Rights Seminar -.,--..---.--,.--.----- 2
Conflict of Laws
..-,-..-.,.-,..,-...-....3
Credito¡s Rights
Criminal Law Adminlstretion -------- 2
Federal Courts
-.--..--...-.- 2

courses elective except Legal Profession and Practice

Àbstracts

Administratlve Law
Estate

1
3

_--."--.-...---

and Practice

Legal Profession

Municipâl Corporations
Oil and Gas
Practlce Court I
Property Securlty

--_--- ..

-,,--,--

2
4

Insu¡ance

2
2

2

Land Use Planning
Practice Court II .--......-....-...-..,...-.---.

I

Regulation of Business -.------- --------- -Workmen's Compensation __-_---_---,,--,-_

1
3
1

Evnxrrgc Drvrsro¡r
Contracts

FIRST YEAR

I

Legal History
Torts

('4.11 Courses Required)

SECOND YEAR
.-...-..--..-...-..- 2
..-.-.....-....... 4

THIRD
Appellate Advocacy

Estâtes

Lrd

Procedure

2

I

Torts

(All

I

Administrative Law

Adm.iraÌtJ¡

1

II
^ssociations

Legal

II

4

----.-.

1

Procedure
Taxation

II

3
4

Courses)

Practice Court

II

.-"..--.---..,-.---..----------- 1

ELECTIVES
-.----,---,-------------.. 3

Insurance

Oil and

3

Courses Required)
Business

FOURTH YEr\R (Required
Legal Profession
Practice Court

If

II

YE,A.R (.A.ll Courses Required)
1
3

II

TitÌes

Contracts
Equity

3
3

2

Gas

Properly Security
Workmen's Compensation
Patent Law

l
2

Abstracts
Bankruptcy

Conflicts of Laws
Criminal Law Administration

Eslate Planning
Evidence

Federal Courts
Labor Law

Recllatlon of Business

1
2
-__--_____

2
2

2
3
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DESCRIPTIONS OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
class-hour per week for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit jive' fo. the satisfactory completion of each course is
stated.

FIRST YEA.R COURSES

(All

courses required)

Bøsic Legøl Research. One hour. Group program covering use of
law üËrary, form of citation of authoiitiis, writing of elementary

legal memoranda based on research techniques.
Coøtrdcts I and Il, Six hours. History and development of the com-

mon law of contract; principles controlling the formation,,Pelformance, and terminãtion of contracts, including the basic
doctrines

of ofier and

acceptance, consideration, conditions' ma-

terial breach, damages, coniracts for the benefrt of third Persons!
assignments, and the Statute of Frauds'
Crhnes I ønd. Il, Four hours. Origins and sources of the criminal
law; the elements of crime and the various specific crimes, incluáing homicide, assault, rape, latceny, robbery, -and arson;
criminãl procedure under the Íexas Code of Criminal Procedure,
including jurisdiction, venue, preliminary examination, - grand

iury, inãiciment, information, pleas, trial, sentence, probation,
ãttá'prrole; rights of a criminãl defendant under the United
States and Texas Constitutions.

Equity. Three hours. Nature and source of equitable rights; prinìipies of equity jurisdiction; enforcement of equity decrees; specific performance of contracts; injunction against tort.
Legal History. Three hours. Main currents in the historical de-

ielopment-of legal thought to the twentieth-century; history of

judiãial institutións; tooi".t and growth of. the common law and
eouitv¡ the influence of civil and canon law; the recePtion of
.h" óó-*ott law in the United States; Spanish elements in
Texas law.

Moot Court. One hour. As an introduction to the art of persuasion
by written and oral legal argument, all students PârticiPare in
an appellate moot court program. Each studelt engages in -at
leart-iwo oral arguments óf moot cases. The culmination of this
progrâm is the elimination tournament to determine the team

*inning the First Year Moot Court Competition.
I anil ll. Six hours. Possession; gifts; bona ficle purchase;
hìstoiical background of land law; creation of possessory and

Proþerty

Description

of Courses
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non-possessory estates in fee, for life and for term and their
respective incidents; concurrent ownership; future interests;
landlord and tenant; covenants running with land; easements;
Iicenses; water rights.

I and Il. Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguishJd from tuties created by

Torts

contract; including

trespâss

to

person and property, conversion,

negligence, deceit, injurious falsehood, slander, libel, slander of
title, malicious prosecution, and nuisance; right of privacy; fault
and absolute liability; damage without legal injury.

FIRST SIIMMER SESSION COURSES

(All

courses required)

Com.merciøl Trønsøctíoøs, Four hours. Sales: passing of title,
risk of loss, warranties, remedies of buyer and seller, chattel
mortgages, conditional sales, pledges, and liens. Negotiable instruments: form, negotiation, holders in due courser personal and
real defenses, banking procedures of collecting and remitting,
discharge; bills of lading and trusr receiprs; sureryship problems.

Møritøl Rights ønd. Coflttnu?tìty Proþerty. Three hours. Marciage;
annulement; divorce; alimony; adoption; guardianship, custody
of children; the laws of separate ¿nd community property;
homestead lav¡.

Titles. Two hours. Forms of deeds; descriprions; \rârranry
and other covenânts of title; escrows; recording statutes; prac-

Lønd

tice in drafting; acquisition of title to land through

adverse

possession.

SECOND YEAR COURSES

(All

courses required)

Aþþelløte Aduocøcy. One hour. Srudents ¿re divided inro groups of
four, two as counsel for appellant and two as counsel for appellee. Each group is assigned a case based upon an actual case
transcript. Appellate briefs ¿re prepared and oral arguments âre
held before judges recruited from the Dallas Junior Bar Associa-

tion.

l,

Two hours. The problems of conducting
liability,
types and sources of authority, unauthorized transactions, undisclosed . principals, and ntifrcation. The problems of conducting business in partnership, including ìhe formation of
partnerships, the partnership as a legal entity, the authority of

Bu.sìness Associatìons

business through agents or employees, including vicarious
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the partners to act for the partnershiP, the relations of the
;;rtä;;;"g .rt.*t.i*s' the^dissolution of the partnership' the
Îimited partnershiP.

of doing
Business Associ'øtìons lL Four hours' The problems
ano
controlorganízation'
including,
form,
corporate
business in

*r"rãït,,""t,-ãLtl.u or ãit.årott a,,d t'harelholders, rights of. shareh;ü;;t, fin"nce, .r*.dorr, distributions,. and organi","hgc:::
to the I exas
Special emphasis is given to corPorate problems and
statutes.

Løw. Four hours. Historical constitutional theory;
t.pttrriã" of po*.rr,-"tate and nation; process of iu,aiciil ji11;

constitøtionøI
-

oietation: intèrsrate commerce; personal rights and privtleges;
å". pto"át, of law; equal protectlon of the laws'

I and Il. Five hours. Problems in the devolution -of -property
administration of estates. Subjects treated include: intes"rr¿
t"i. ,o"".rrioo; formalities of gratuitous transfers; construction
of donative instruments; use of ilass gifts and Powers of appointment; substitutes for conventional methods of -property devolui1"";'p"U.y considerations in the -disposition of wealth; income'
;;t;;",'""d gift tax âsPects of donãtive transactions; and the
fiduciary management of trusts and esfates'
Legøl Accoøntìøg. Two hours. An introduction to the theory-and
irinciples of Jccounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis
ãf-;Jh matters as detelrninaiion of iniome, methods of allocati"g;;ttt to difierent âccounting periods, transactions involving
ã.tst-i"¿ equity financing, "ott-".ptt of corporate surplus' ancl
óf c'onsolidating corporate ûnancial statements'

Estøtes

-

rt.

techniques

One hour. Srudy of legal style,. legal draftsmand aitual årafting of memoranda and opinions on assigned
points of law.
Proceilure I ønd' ll, Six hours' Present-day civil practice in ordinâry actions in Texas courts; jurisdiction of respective- courts;

LegøI

Vriting,

ihip

at

o.rr,r., Parties; actions; preparation of original, amended' and
supplemental pleadings; trial procedure; judgments; perfection ot
co*pi."tiv.it"dy oi Texas and Federal Rules of Civil
"ppl"ft
Procedure.

Tøxøtion.. Four hours. A study of the constitutionality of federal
income taxation; analysis of sections of the Internal Revenue

Code, Regulations and decisions developing concepts.of taxable
income, &ductions, recognition of gains and losses; income tax
of forms of business organization; tax procedures'

"onr.q.rat".,

VIEWS OF TI{E LAW QUADRAI\GLE
TUe SCHOOL OF LA\ø is housed in
constructed

three air-conditioneci buildings,

with funds securecl largely through the efiorrs of the South-

western Legal Foundation. Storey Hall houses the law libra;ry, administracive
and faculty offices of the law school and offices of rhe Foundation, Ir has

three reading rooms, a large auditorium, lounge, student locker room and
several graduate seminar rooms. The Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and
dining facilities for seventy-five law studenrs. Florence Hall contains the law
school classrooms, practice courtroom, legal aid clinic, study rooms ancl rooms
for student activities.

Practicc Cou't itt.

¡

sessio¡t.

in Møco Stewørt MetnoriøI Courtroont, in Florence Høll,

Tbc Lcrw Quadranglc

-

Storcy Høll, Ief t; la1¡,

{
ü

Møin reødin.g rootn

of t/:e Library.

f

t; Lau),,:rs Inrt,

ccn.tcr; antl Florcnce Hall, rigltt

w
@

li

{l

i

A þarlial uicr of tlte First Yen' Løu'

Cl¡ss

Lcgal t\iel Cottnscl
itr. confr:rcttcc.

È* {' ri

tlttT

Lrncl.t in.
Ditrittg Roont

ol

3

Løu,1,crs Itttt..

ggslã

In.l or

ht.

utøl

dis c tLssiort.

tltc Louttge

of Lautycrs

In.n,
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Courses
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SUMMER SESSION ELECTIVES
(Courses open to students who have completed the second-year
prog"a* in- the Day or third-year program in the Evening')
Problems in Constitøtionø\, Løw. Two hours' A study
Aduønced'
of ,h" rights of the individual or individual gu-arantees under the
Constituiion of the United States including freedom of speech,
press, and religion, problems of loyalty -and security, freedom
from racial discrimination, freedom of labor, ând constrtutlonal

limitations on criminal procedure'
AþþIied Legø\, Trøìnìøg. One hour (optional). Assignment to^lav¡
^ofice
Stu1frim, "otpotrtiott or governmìnt) for twelve weeks'
óffi". hours Monday through Friday and performs
d..rt -"int"ittt
legal duties under direction' Compensation -of $2J.a week. Some
asägnments are divided between a law office and a county or

district court.

Damøges, Two hours. Standards applicable generally to the computãtion of damages; measure of damages in contract, torts, and
condemnation proceedings.
Legøl \ü(ritiøg. One hour. (See description on page 32) '
Problems of Proof, Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on particular issues; procedure of admitting and exclud-

i"! "Uá.å".; parol evidence; actual .practice jn making proof
oiessential elements of a cause of action or defense'
A study of the regulation, by
of public udliiies rates, chiefly in the

Pablic (Jtilities Løu',. Two hours.
federal and state agencies,

regulation

of electiic Power' gas,

and telephone industries'

THIRD YEAR COURSES

(All

courses elective unless otherwise indicated. Some
are ofiered in the Summer Session')

of

these

Abstrøcts. One hour. Nature of an abstract; contracts to furnish
ân abstract; ownership of abstrect; liability of abstracter; exami-

¡

nation of abstr¿cts.

Lanu, Three hours. Organization and procedure of
federal and state administrative agencies; distinction between

Ad.mìnistrøti.ue

('

legislative, executive, and judicial Pov¡ers and delegation theory;
präc.dntri due process; exhaustion of administrative remedies,
þrim"ry jurisdiction, ripeness and standing; judicial control over
ãd*inirtirtive action; the substantial evidence rule.

Admirølty. Two hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;
ìH,arteí Act and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
averagei collision; seamen's rights; Jones Act; marine insurance;
limitation of liability; towage.
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Bønhru.þtcy, (Evening Division) Two hours. Bankruptcy material described in Credi.tors Rlg/:ls below.
Ciuil Rigbts Setnhtar, Two hours. An inquiry into the origin,
evolution, present status and continued utility of constitutionâl
limitations protecting individual liberty from interference by
Government, state and nâtional. More particularly, consideration
selected problems concerning freedom of speech and political
actrvity, the separation of church and stare, sàfeguards for those
accused of crimes, substantive and procedural due process, equal
protection of the laws, the role of the military in our democratic
society, and analogous matters.

of

Conllìct ol Laws. Three hours. The law relating to rransâctions
having elements in more rhan one state; domicilã; bases

of juris-

diction of courts and of states; the rules developed and applied

with respect to marriage and divorce, property, contracts,

ând

corporâtions.

Credìtors Riglcts, (Day Division) Three hours. Enforcemenr of
judgments; execution, attâchment, garnishment; Texas Statutes

of Limitations; fraudulent conveyances; historical background of
unsecured group creditors' remedies; effect of Bankruptcy Act on
state insolvency statutes; jurisdiction and procedure of bankruptcy courts; persons subject to bankruptcy; Acts of Bankruptcy; rights and duties of trustee vis-a-vis debtor, secured and
unsecured creditors and assets of the estate; claims and distributions.

Crìminøl Loat Ad.nzinìstratìon. Two hours. A study of criminal
law administrâtion v¡ith special emphasis on current issues in
such fields as procedure, juvenile delinquency, probation and
parole.

Estøte Plannìng and. Practì.ce. Two hours. Problems involved

in the

planning of estates with emphasis on tax savings and simplified
administration; the drafting of trusts and wills to achieve sound
programs of estate manâgement; consideration of problems incident to the use of family partnerships, family corporations, and
other intra family arrangements.
Eaidence, Four hours. The law of evidence in trials ar common
law in the Federal Courts and in Texas, including examination,
Ë

competency and privileges of witnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion and selection, including the hearsay rule and
opinion nrle; problems of remoteness and undue prejudice; judicial
notice; burden of proof and presumptions; functions of judge
and jury.
Federøl Coørts, Two hours. Diversity of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal question jurisdiction; removal of cases from state courts;

i
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conflicts between federal and state judicial systems; the substantive law applied in the federal courts; problems of venue, process'
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure.
lnsarøøce, Two hours. Principles governing the making and constructiort of insurance contiâcts; types of insurance otganizations; government supervision and control; interests protected by

int.tt"ti". contrâcts;'selection and control of risks; study of
standard form of insurance policies and the construction and
application of Texas statutes.
lntnnationøl Løtu. Three hours. The sovereignty concePt; natio-nality; territoriality; jurisdiction of states; iecognition and-diplo-

m"iic itrt..conrse! agr.etttents between states; international regulation of trade and commerce; international claims.
Labor Løtt,. Two hours. The legality of labor objectives and of
various forms of concerted activity' such as strikes, picketing,
primary and secondary boycotts; the labor injunction, including
federal and state legislation on the subject; collective bargaining
and arbitration; the Labor-Management Relations Act.
Lønd. Use Planning, Two hours. Analysis of the legal and administrative aspects of the regulation of land use and development, and the problems ancl techniques of urban planning, at the
v¿rious levels óf government. Particular attention will be given
to dwelling legislation, building codes, zoning, subdivision controls, public acquisition of land, tax controls, and.urban redevelopment. The relationship of private owners and builders to
the gdvernmental policies involved in shaping the physical environment will be examined.
Legøl Ai.d. One hour. Interview of clients, PreParation of mem-óranda, prepârâtion of pleadings and assisting attorneys in civil
and criminal cases.
Legal Profession. Two hours (required). History and present organization of the legal profession; admission to the bar; PurPosc¡
ãnd work of the Ameriian B¿r Association and the State Bar of
Texas; problems of professional usage and ethics commonly encountered in practice.

Municiþøl Corþorøtioøs. T¡¡¡o hours. Legislative control over municipãl corpõrations including constitutional limitations on. legis-

lative powers; scope of municipal powers, .zoning and , city
planning; municipàl contracts, and inclebtedness and liability
ihereon; municipal torts and liability therefor.
Oil, øtù Gal Three hours. Extent of title in unsevered oil and gas;
correlative rights and duties of owners in a common reservoir;
governmental regulation; remedies against trespassers; analysis of
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instruments conveying mineral interests, including both deeds and
leases; partition; unitization; federal income taxionsequences of
oil and gâs transacrions.
Pøtmt Løa. Two hours. Legislative provisions, patentability, prior
att,, Patent. Office practice, validity, infringement, licensing and
relations with respect to copyright-and tradémark
Prøctice Coart I ønd lI. Two hours (required). Prepararion ancl
trial of cases. Students are divided i.tìo groupi of two, one representing the plaintiff, the other representing the defendant, and
-semester-investigaspecific cases are assigned each group. Fall
tion of the case, prepararion of the pleading, interlocutory heãrings_ on motions and demurrers, and drafting proper orders, pretrial proceedings and selection of the jury. Sþring-semester_'irial
on merits, examination of witnesses, preparation of instructions
and special issues, morions incident to judgement, motions for

new trial, perfection

of

appeals.

Proþerþ Secu,rity, Two hours. The real properry morrgage including rights and duties before foreclosure, priorities, lrattsfer

of interests of mortgagor and

mortgagee, subrõgation, marshall-

ing, discharge, redemption and forecloiure.
Regulatìoø

ol Bu.sìness. Three hours. A study of government regu-

lation of business; control over monopoly and other devices ior
restraining competition by the federal anti-rrust âcts, rheir interpretation and application; control by the courrs, legislarures
and the Federal Trade Commission over unfair methods of competition.

Southwestern Løtu f ourøøL Maximum credit, three hours. Preparation of comments on topics of current interest, notes on cases of
signifi.cance and editorial work incident to publication of the
Southwestern Law Journal.

Vorkrnen's Comþensatíon One hour.

A

comprehensive study of

the Texas \Øorkmen's Compensation Act and the court deciiions
interpreting the various provisions of the act,

,7
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THE GRADUATE SCI{OOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LA\ø
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law is â cooper-

ative endeavor of the Southern Methodist University School of
Law and the Southwestern Legal Foundation, created to meet the
challenge

of wodd leadership which

has been pressed upon the legal

institutions of the United States by international developments
following \Øodd \Øar IL The program is designed to broaden the
American lawyer's understancling of our Anglo-American legal
system and its place in the world, and also to offer opportunity
for study to those interested in international and foreign legal
problems. The program offers to foreign lawyers and law professors a course of study designed to provide a basic knowledge of
Anglo-American concepts and their relationship to the legal concepts of the foreign lawyer's country. To achieve its objectives, the
Graduate School of American and Foreign L¿rì\¡ offers opportunities
for study and research in the following major areas:

1. Advanced study in Anglo-American jurisprudence.
2. An intensive course of study in international and foreign
legal problems for United States lawyers.

3. One-year

courses

of

specialized legal training

in international

law, comparative law and basic principles of Anglo-American

law for lawyers from foreign countries.

The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law includes the
following programs! General Graduate Studies, the Law Institute
of the Americas and the Academy of American Law. Each of
these programs leads

to an advanced

degree

in law.

I. GENERAL GRADUATE STUDIES
The primary aim of this program is to prepare American lawyers for more procluctive careers in the private practice of law,

in teaching and in the public service. The program is designed to:
(1) äfford intensive training on the graduate level in the fields
of lau¡ which have become highly specialized in modern urban
practice, especially in the Southwest; (2) increase the student's
understanding of the philosophy and history of law and of the
administration of justice; (3) encourage research and creative
writing in the law and related fielcls; (4) offer specialized instruction to practicing lawyers as a part of the plan for continuing education of the Bar.
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II. THE LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
The Law Institute of the Americas is designed to improve understanding ¿mong the peoples of the Americas through study
of the laws, institutions and governments of the American nations

and to train lawyers to handle \Øestern Hemisphere legal problems.

Trrn, Crvrr"

Lev

Cunmcur-uvr

This curriculum is designed for North Ame¡ican lawyers who
wish to train for service with corporations engaged in foreign operations, with governmental agencies operating abroad or with
foreign clients. A year of graduate study is offerecl in the civil-law
systems of Latin America ind continental Europe combined with a
study of specialized fields of international law and Latin American
public and prívate law. Although primarily for lawyers of Canacla
and the Unitecl States, lawyers of other countries not trained iri a
civil law system will be accepted.
An additional year of graduate study in a Latin American law
school is available to students who have successfully completed the
one-year program described above and have demonstrated an exceptionâl capacity for advanced study in the civil law. The students will pursue a course of study prepared by the faculty of the
foreign law school and approved by the Graduate Committee. Eligibility for participation requires profrciency in the Spanish or
Portuguese languages.

The courses of instruction f.or 196l-62 are listed on pâges 42-46.

TrrE ColtNaoN

L¡v

Cunnrcur.u¡¿

The curriculum provides Latin American lawyers with a b¿sic
of the legal systems and political and legal institutions
v¡ithin the United States, It also encompasses studies in internaknowledge

tional legal problems of the Americas.
The courses of instruction f.or 196l-62 are listed on pages 43-46.

III. THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\ø
of the Academy of American Law is to
provide a comprehensive program of study in the theory and practice of American political and legal institutions and the American
legal system to lawyers from without the \Øestern Hemisphere who
have not received training in Anglo-American law.
The courses of instruction for 196l-62 are listed on pages 43-46.
The primary purpose
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
STUDENTS \ØHO ARE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Each applicant for admission to candidacy for a degree must be
a graduate of an approved American l¿w school who holds a college degree from an accredited college or university, or a gtaduate
of a foreign law school of standing comparable to those approved
by the Section of Legal Education of the American Bar Association, by the Inter-American Bar Association or by other appropriate agencies.

STUDENTS \øHO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
A limited number of members of the bar who do not seek advanced degrees may be admitted to graduate seminar courses at
the discretion of the Graduate Committee. Auditors are not permitted, as all students must participate in the work of the course,
must prepare such assignments as may be required, and must take
examinations.

DEGREES
Master of Lmus (LL.M.). To receive the degree of Master of Laws
the candidate must meet the following requirements:
( I ) Residence in the School of Law for not less than two
semesters if a full-time student, and not less than four semesters

if

a part-time student.

(2) Completion of a sufficient number of graduate courses to
make a total of ât leâst twelve semester-hours, with ân averâge
grade of 80 on all courses taken. In exceptional cases certain undergraduate courses may be taken where approved by the Graduate
Committee.
(3) Completion of at leâst tv¡o courses (four semester-hours)
in the field of the general theory of law. These courses are counted
toward the twelve-hour requirement.
(4) Prepar*ion of a dissertation, written under the direction
of a professor. This dissert¿tion must be approved by both the
professor and the Graduate Committee. It must be submitted in f
copies at least 60 days before the date on which degrees are awarded. It is recommendecl that the dissertation be prepared in a form
suitable for publication as tv¡o or three law review arricles or âs a
monograph.
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( t ) All requirements must be completed within a period of
thrèe'years from the date of initial registration -as -a Sraduate student, unless the candidate is continuously enrolled as -a part-time
,t.rdént, in which case all requirements must be completed within

6.ve years.

Since one

of the

primary aims

of the graduate

program is to

foster research and encourage creâtive writing it is contemplated
that the formal course workïi[ require approximately one-half of
the student's time, and that the other half will be devoted to the
dissertation. Thereiore, candidates for degrees will not be permitted
to register for more than three courses in one semester if full-time
and not more than two courses if part-time.
The Master of Laws degree in a specialized field of study will be
awarded upon satisfactory completion of the requirments as set

out below:
Master of Løws in Oil ønd' Gøs Løw' The requirements for this degree are
the same as those for the Master of Laws, except that the candidate must
complete at le¿st two graduate courses in the field of oil and gas law and
write his dissertation in the field.
Møster ol Laats iøTøxøtíott. The requirements for this degree are the same
as those for the Master of Laws except that the candidate must complete at
least two Sraduate courses in the field of t¿x¿tion and write his dissertation

in that
Møster

field.

of

Cont'þørøtiue

Lø.tt (M.C.L.). The requirements

fo.r

this degree i.tclod. the completion of twenty-four hours of credit
from tle courses set out beÎow in the programs of the L¿w Institute of the Americas or the Academy of American Law or from
such other courses as shall be selecteã after consultation v¡ith the
Graduate Committee.

Doctor of Ciuil Løtu (D.C.L.). The requirements for this degree
include the successful còmpletion of the iivil law program in the
Law Institute of the Americas at the Southern Methodist University School of Law and the sâtisfactory completion of. an additional year of study in a civil law system a,t a Latin American Uni-

versity. In addition the student must complete a dissert¿tion in publishabie form approved by the Graduate Committee. All-requirements must be ämpleted-within a period of three years f-rom the
date of inidal regisíration in the L¿tin Americen Law School.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to General Graduate Studies should be

of Admissions, School of Law, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas 22, Texas, U.S.A. An application form

madã-to the Secretary

will be mailed upon

request.
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Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by Latin-American students should be made to the Institute of International Education through the Committee {or Study and Training in the United States in the candidate's country in September or
October of the year preceding award. The address of the Committee can be ascertained from the Culmral Affairs Officer at the
United St¿tes Embassy or from the nearest U.S. consular office.
Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by North American students should be made to the Dean, School
of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas 22, Texas, U.S.A.

An application form will be mailed upon request.
Application for admission to the Academy of American Law
should be by letter in English to the United States Cultural Attache
at the Embassy or Legation of the United States located in applicant's nation. The application shall state the age of applicant, a
short curriculum vitae, statement of ability to read and understand English; a certified transcript of grades received in law
school, in English; and a recent photograph of the applicant. Applications for each term beginning in September may be filed at
¿ny time af.tet lanuary I of that year.
FELLO\øSHIPS
Fellowships in the amount of gz,f 00 each have been established
by the Southwestern Legal Foundation in General Graduate Studies.

Each holder of a fellowship will be required to pay full tuition and
fees. In addition to the fellowships, a number of tuition grants âre
available to candidates for the LL.M. degree who present superior
scholastic records.

The Ford Foundation provides funds for several fellowships in
the field of General Graduate Studies to students from foreign
countries who already have training in Anglo-American law.
Through â generous grant from the Southwestern Legal Foundation ûfteen fellowships are available annually to applicants for the
Lav¡ Institute of the Americas and ûfteen are available annually to
applicants for the Academy of American Law. Fellowships include
tuition, fees, boohs, room ancl meals and a monthly allowance for
incidentals.

Through a grant. from the Ford Found¿tion, additional funds are
for those North American lawyers in the Civil Law Curriculum of the Law Institute of the Americas who become eligible
{or an additional year of graduate study in a Latin-American law
available

school. A generous
trip transportation

allowance is available
expenses.

to the student, plus round
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Attention of foreign applicants is directed to the fact that the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Lav¡ has no funds to
Erãnt f,ü travel expenses, either to or from the United States or
within the United States, nor does it have any administrative influence through which government

to

persuaded

assist

in

or private agencies can be

travel.
FEES

is $lf for each semester-hour of
The fee for
work taken, with a maximum charge of g32f .00 per semester.
graduate courses

Auditors are not admitted to graduate courses. Other fees are listed
in the schedule of fees for undergraduate students.

PROGRAM OF COURSES
196l-62
For the yeer 1961-62 the faculty proposes to ofrer the courses
listed below, with the Arabic numeral opposite each course indicating the number of semester-hours of credit. Every efiort will
be made to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances
may necessitate minor changes.

GENERAL GRADUATE
Føll

Sþring

Semeste¡

Government Regulation of

t

Oil and Gas

Law in Society I
Securities Regulation
Taxation of Business Entities

Tax Problems of Deferred

2
2
-------- 2

Compensation Plans -----------------

2

Semester

Corporate Reorganization -----------Federal Oil and Gas Taxation ------

Law in Society Il

2

?

------------------------ 2

Problems of Doing
Business Abroad -----------------------

Taxation and Fiscal Policy ---------Unit and Cooperative Oil

and Gas
United Nations Law

3

2
2

--------------------

a

LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Civil Law Program)
Fall

Senester

Commercial Law

Civil Law I

I (Civil)

Inter-American Regional

International Law

Law in Society I

Private Internation¿l
Law (Civil)

----------

Law

3

------ 2
3

)

Sþring Setnestn
Commercial Law II (Civil)

Continental ard Latin-Ameriiln
Legal Theory

Civil Law II

2

,

Latin Ämerican Constitutions ----- 2
Law in Society II --.-.------------------- t

of Doing
ßusiness Âbroad

Problems

United Nations Law

3

--------,------------

a
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LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Common Law Program)
¿nd

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\ø
Føll Setnester
Contracts I
International Lav¡

Sþrìng Semestn
3
3

Inter-American Regional Laq/

Introduction to,{.merican
Legal Method
Introduction to U.S.
Constitutional Structure
Introduction to U.S.

Judicial System
Law in Society I

----,- t

Comme¡cial Law

(Common Law)

---,-..----..,-----,,--

Business

3

3

Government, Labor and
3

)

in

Society II
Problems of Doing

Law

g

Business Abroad

United Nations Law

----......

2

2

DESCRIPTIONS OF COURSES
which represents one
class-hour per week for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit given for the satisfactory compledon of each course is
The unit

of credit is the semester-hour,

stated.

CIVL LA\f I.

Three hours. Sources of privâte law in a selected
civil-law jurisdiction, code interpretation and classification, generâl theory of juridical acts in a civil-law jurisdiction, a srudy
of the law of contracts and obligations.
CryIL LA\ø II. Two hours. The law of property, personal and
real, the land registry and real rights; a brief survey of civil-law
actions and remedies.

COMMERCIAL
Discussions

LA\lr

(Common-Law Curriculum), Three hours.

of detailed problems of the Anglo-American law of

sales, negotiable instruments, âgency, partnership

and corpora-

tions.

COMMERCIAL LA\tr I (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Historical development of the law merchant, and srudy of the
code of commerce in a civil-law jurisdiction, its application to
commercial acts ù1 transactions, problems

counselling

in

of drãfting

and

commercial contracts.

LA\f II (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
study of business associations and negotiable instruments
under the commerciâl code of a civil-lav¡ jurisdiction.
CONTINENTAL AND LATIN-AMERICAN LEGAL THEORY. Three hours. The development of Continental and LatinAmerican legal philosophy from the 19th cenrury ro rhe presenr.
CONTRACTS I. Three hours. See page 30 for course description.
COMMERCIAL

A
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CORPORATE REORGANIZATION. Two hours. Insolvent and
solvent reorganizations under fecleral and state law. Special attention will be given to Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, the
requirements of fairness and feasibility, and the rights of creditors and shareholders. Prerequisite: the course in Business As-

II.
FEDERAL OIL AND GAS TAXATION. Two hours. Tax problems of the oil and gas inclustry arising out of leases and related
payments, depletion and intangibles, development and - oPerâiions, financeJ and sharing attattg"*"ttts, transfers of oil properties, unitization and other organizational matters.
GOVERNMENT, LABOR AND BUSINESS' (Common-Law
Curriculum). Three hours. Organiz*ion and procedure of federal and state ¿drninistrative agencies; delegations of powers, the
nature of the power vested in administrative agencies, requirements of due process, judicial control over administrative action'
Association of employees and the legality and illegality of labor
objectives; forms of concerted activities such as strikes, picketing, primary and secondary boycotts; legal aspects of collective
bargaining. Legal adjustments of the conflict of interests caused
by the rise of large scale business associations with emphasis upotl
control of monoply and restraints of competition by anti-trust
acts and control over unfair methods of competition.
sociations

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF OIL AND GAS. TWO
hours. Need for regulation, state and federal; sources of the right
to regulate; growth and trend of regulation; court review of administrative acts; federal versus state regulation; effect upon
prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners, oPerators
and upon the economy generally. Prerequisite: the basic course
in Oil and Gas.

INTER-AMERICAN REGIONAL LA\Ø. Two hours' Multilateral
and principal bilateral conventions among the American States,

q'ith particular emphasis upon the Charter of the Organization
of American Statei, the Inter-American Trcaty of Reciprocal
Assistance, the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement; a study
of juridical-political problems of the Americas.
INTERNATIONAL LAV. Three hours' See page 3 J for course
description.

INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN LEGAL METHOD. (Common-La.w Curriculum). Three hours. Introduction to the study
of American law and its history for foreign students by discussing the materials and methods of law study, the reading of
â case, the common law method of distinguishing between

Description

of

Courses
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"holding" and "dictum" and the synthesis of decisions. The
of the American judicial process will be
discussed through comparison with civil-law countries. Study
of American maxims of statutory construction and weight oÎ
interpretation of starures in prior judicial decisions. Instruction
in the finding of case law ánd the use of an American law
library.
INTRODUCTION TO U.S. JUDICAL SYSTEM. (Common-Law
Curriculum). Two hours. A study of the organiization of the
courts including distribution of judicial business, inferior and
appellate courts, relationship and jurisdiction of federal and state
courts, procedure,in civil cases, the role of the lawyer in litigation, aspects of the independence of the legal profession. Dernonstration of the adversaty method and proceãure in the trial
of a lav¡ suit.
LATIN AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONS. Two hours. Problems
of constitutionalism in the American nations. Particular emphasis will be placed upon such f.elds ¿s the separation of powers, federalism, and certain substantive civil economic ¿nd iocial
fundamental problems

rights.

LA\f IN SOCIETY I. Two hours. A study of the historical development of doctrines concerning the nature and purpose of
-the
faw; origins of the legal ethic of the American socieiy;

re-

of law, morality, and religion.
LA\ø IN SOCIETY II. Two hours. Contemporcry thought concerning the nature, purpose and application õf law; legal institutions of an industrialized urban society; the impact of legal
latioruhips

positivism upon trâditional Anglo-American legal theory. Pre-

requisite: Law in Society I.

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LA\M (Civil-Law Curriculum).
Two hours. A study of the problems oi jurisdiction and choicåof-law in Continenral European and Latin American law with
special emphasis upon Mexico and other Latin American countries. The Bustamante Code and Montevideo Conventions will
be discussed as examples of Latin American thinking regarding
private international law.
PROBLEMS OF DOING BUSINESS ABROA.D. Three hours. An
intensive study of the practical legal and tax problems encoun-

tered

by individuals and

corporations doing business abroad

under national and international law. Particular arrention v¡ill be
paid to the problems of the petroleum industry such as the ownership of minerals, open and closed countries as to oil and gas
and the obtaining of concessions. The course also conrains a sur-
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vey of \øestern Hemisphere tax systems with emphasis on taxes
imþosed and entities taxable; analysis of reciprocal tax conventions in force between U.S. and other countries; treatment of
business abroad under U.S. and foreign tax statutes.
SECURITIES REGULATION. Two hours. Federal and Texas
regulation of the issuance and sale of corPorate securities; anti-

frãud provisions, broker-dealer registration' securities legistration, aáministration and enforcement, civil liability and rescission, exemptions, insider trading, and proxy regulation.

TAX

PROBLEMS OF DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLANS.
Tv¡o hours. Survey of tax law relating to various kinds of de-

ferred compensation arrangements, including profr-t - sharing,
stock bonus and pension plans; qualifred and non-qualited s-tock
options; deferred-compensation cintracts. Prerequisite; the basic
course in Taxation.

TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTITIES. Two hours. Tax problems incident to the organization, operation, reorganization,
termination and sale of business entities including PartnershiPst
corporâtions, ¿nd other forms of business organizations; and the
relaìed tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisite: the basic course in Taxation.
TAX,C.TION AND FISCAL POLICY. Two hours. The effect of
the budgetary demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidelce

of ta*atìon, effect of taxation on business activity,

relationship

between federal and state taxing systems.

UNIT AND

COOPERATIVE

OIL AND GAS LA\Ø. Two

hours. Cooperative drilling and producing problems of separate
properties ln the same pool or freld; history and developmeñt of unit operation of oil and gas pools; negotiation and
preparation of agreements for unit operations; unitized operaiions; voluntary, authorized and compulsory unitization of oil
and gas fields. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil and Gas.

UNITED NATIONS LAliliZ. Two hours. Maintenaûce of international order and accomplishment of international justice
through the United Nationi; privileges and responsibilities of
membir states; functions and powers of its principal organs.
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE. (COMmon Law Curriculum). Three hours. The doctrine of separation
of powers, including discussion of the organization' the functioning and powers of the three branches of the Federal Government;
ceit"itr problems of federalism and the relationship between Federal and State Governments; substantive civil and political rights.

Tuition,

Fees and

Awards
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TUITION, FEES AND A\trARDS"
DAY DTVISION
Taìtioø. Tuition fees are computed at the rate of g32.f 0 for
each semester-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the
Day Division of g32f per semesrer of 16 weeks, and 6216.f0 for
a summer

session.

Stud.ent Seruices Fee. All full-time and/or dormitory students
pay a Student Services Fee of $42.t0 each semesrer which provides
for the expense of the following activities and services:

All activities sponsored by the Students' Associ¿tion.
to all athletic games and conresrs played on the campus by teams representing the University.

,A.dmission

Intramural Activities.
Subscription

to Tbe SMU Cant.þu.s, student

semi-weekly news-

PaPer.

Admission to lectures, programs and theatrical performances by

University organizations.
copy of the Rotuødø, the University yearbook, if claimed
before October 1 of the year of issue.'
Participation in the ¿ctivities and programs of the Umphrey Lee

A

Student Center.

Orientation activities.
Cost

of registration.

THealth Service privileges.
Services

of the following:

The Employment and Placement Office.

The Psychological Services Cenrer (including the

Readine
Service Division, the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the divil
sion of Testing, Counseling and Guidanðe).

-;ill"r",

are subject

to change at the beginning of any

semester.

__ITh: University provides a limited health service. .A.ll students living in the
university do¡mitories or enrolled for regular v¡ork in the university are entitled to the following health services: a health examination and'smallpox
vaccination by the University physicians, an unlimited numbe¡ of coorrltatñrs
with the university physicians during office hours at their Health center offices.
and conferences and treatments by the nurses at such other times ¿s mry bó

designated. These privileges are extended to all aml¡ulatory students irrespective
¡esidence, Students living in the University dormitoriei, or taking alf meals

of

in University dormitories, ¿re also entitled to

hospitalization

in the

Health
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In addition,

each law student

cents per summer session

75
b"r-Ásoèi".ion.

is

assessed

$l

per semester and

to be used in the interest of the Student

locker fee of $l Per semester and 7J cenl$ pe-r
th" time of registration' The funds
coll.cæd
;;;;;;;tt""'¡
"t
from these fees become a part of the Student Loan Fund'
Transcripts of work completed will be issued. f':om the Re,8,i,:trar's
Office of the University. The first transcript is free and addrtron'al
transcripts are $1.00 !"ch. No transcripis-are issued from the
Ãã*iniJtt"tio" Offi." of the School of Law. Transcripts cannot be
oblrgareleased unless the applicant has satisfied all of his financial
tions to the University.
Libr¿rt Debosit. All students make a library deposit of $5 at the
beginnini of'the school year. It is returned to the student at the
;"ã ;¡ tlîe year l.rr rrry d.d,r"tio,,, for damages or ûnes, if claimed
by June 30.
of Accounts, The tuition and other fees are payable at
Patment
-í.ä1"*"g
of .t"h semester, but arrangements may be made
tn.
to pay in installments for ¿
of the University'gtis
Caihier
tÏ-t"
vli.ft
*'de fo" late pavment of
;;1i;;;tyt;; lh.rsr. A charge of

A

of $¡ is made for late registration'
"hrig"
Refand oî Taition Fees. If a student should matriculate in the
classes'
S"i;åi;¡ Läw and, for a good reâson' be unable to attendm¿tricut i, fees excepi $25.0õ will be refunded. If a student
"iL"i
i"r.r-¡"i l."o.s thË Universiry wirhin the ûrst three weeks after the
of
il d;; ãi r.girrrrtio' of " ,.*ert", or summer session, one-half
reItir;ir1"; "rrã f.., will be refunded. After the third week nodisä"ã; ;;" allowed. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable- tor
missal by the Dean of the School of Lavr¡, and must be applied
at the date of withdrawal.
accounts,

tttð"

EVENING DIVISION
Taìtì.on, Tuition is computed at the rate of $¡z'lo for each
semester-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the Ëvening Division oÍ. ç243,7t Per semester of 16 weeks, and $162't0

for a summer

ãlñirn

session.

nurse and doctor in charge. All students living in priva-te homes
.ã the* by the University may obtain hospitalization service for 97.f0

".Jg""¿
per
day as f¿r as ¿vailable space will permit'
to
A m¿ximum of seven days hospitalization_ without cost will be ¿llowed
l"
of ,""iou, ílltt.ts doriog each semeste¡ of the long sessþ of
days for each six we.eks of the summer session. A
d"y *í11 b. *"de to students who must remain in the

""re -p.tfort
"J."iì
iilï-ü;"."rliy-"id

"î.rg"--"ï-ii]¡O
beyond the abovementioned periods
hospital

of

time'

Tuition,
Student

dent fee

Fee, .All regular
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students will be ¡equired to Pay ¿- stuexcePt students residing in Law-

oÍ gL2.7l e"cñ te*ett.t,

vers Inn. whose student fee shall be $42.10. A student who is not
äarning residence credit will pay a $i registration fee. In addition,
each hï student is required tõ pay $1 Per semester and75 cents per
su¡nmer session to be used in the interest of the Student Bar Assoper summer
ciation.
'{ locker fee of $ 1 per semester and 7, cents
session is collected at the timã of registration. The funds from these
fees become a part of the Student Loan Fund.
Tlte Lìbrøry Deþosít is the same ¿s in the Day Division.
Paymeøt of Accoants. Tuition and other fees are payable at the
beginning of each Eemester or summer session, but arrangements
ma-y be irade v¡ith the Cashier of the University to pay in Ttø]Iments for a small carrying charge. A charge of $¡ is rnade -for
late payment of accounts, and a charge of $t is made for late
registration.

of Tuitioø Fees. If, a student should m¿triculate in the
Láw
and, for a good reâson, be unable to attend classes,
Schoól of
all of his fees except $2t.00 will be refunded. If a student matriculates but leaves thã University within the first three weeks after the
first day of registration of a iemester or summer session, one-h¿lf of
his tuition and fees will be refunded. Afær the third week no reRefønd.

funds are allowed. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable disof Law, and must be applied for

rnissal by the Dean of the School
¿t the date of withdrawal.

GnnPurtn D¡vrsroN
Graduate students admitted as candidates for the LL.M degree
will pay the $12.75 student fee if enrolled in the Evening Division;
gmdit"i. ,t.rd.rrt, who are not candidates for the LL.M. degree wijl
õav a $f studenc fee. Graduate students enrolled in the Day Diviiio" *itt pay the regular $42.t0 student fee.

Auprrons
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
law school taking courses without examination or credit will be
charged a fee of g2f per hour. This fee is payable in advance and
is not refundable. Undergraduates are not permitted to audit
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AIDS AND A\TARDS TO STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS

ron Frnsr Ynen Sruo¡Nrs
Nøtìonøl Løw Scbolørsbìþs-A substantial number of National
ScHor,¡nsHrps

Law Scholarships are available each year to select graduates of accredited colleges who have been accepred in the first-year class.
Aw¿rds are made on a comperitive baiis with weight being given
to scholastic records, characier and apparenr promiie of suõceis in
the law, Each scholarship carries siþ.rrd of $zl¡ which covers

all tuition and fee charges for the" acaäemic year.
- Other Scholarship Aid for First-Yeør Stad.ents-In addition to
the National Law Scholarships other scholarships are available to
entering student; the amounts vary according to the student's
scholastic record, need and funds aïailable.
ladS,e Scbolø.rsbi.ps:Íhe Judge Scholarship Fund established
. T!t9
þy ldt. and Mrs. J. C. Judge in hónor of theii parenrs provides

for one or more tuition scholìrships for oursrandin-g studenis to be
chosen from nominations submittêd by the Deans õf the School of
Business Administration, rhe School of Engineering and the School

of Law. Students entering law school

are-

eligiblJ ro compere for

these scholarships.

Scrror,ensurps r.oR SEcoND AND T¡rrno Ypnn Sruopwrs
The Rbeø Metnoriø|, Scholørship, established by friends of the late
Professor \tr. A. Rhea, first member of the f¿iulty of the School
of LawJ-principal contributor to the fund was Mr. Lee J. Taylor
of the Dallas Bar. An additional contribution was made by i,frs.
Lee _J. Taylor in her will. Stipend varies according to neéd and

funds available.

The Coke Endotaed Scholarsbip, established by a gif.t of gl2,l00
Rosser J. Coke of Dallas. Annual stipend gi00.

from Mr. and Mrs.

Døllas Lawyers' Viues Clab Endotued. Scholørshìþ, estabgift of'$12,i00 from the Club. Annual stipenã $toO.
Tbe Gold.en Scholarship, established by a gift of 61,000 from
Hawkins Golden, Class of 1930. Annual stipend g200.
Tbe Aøøìe Morris Lmu Scbolørsbiþ, established by a gif.t oÍ.
9t,000 from the late Mrs. Annie Morris Anderson for the p.rrpor"
of aiding worthy young students of law. Annual stipend fZOô.

- lbu

lished by a

Erin

Ba-ìn Jones Endoued. Scbolørsblp, established

by a gifr of

lop M1s. Jones, a member of the ûrst graduating class
(1,928) of the School of Law.

$13,t00

Tbe SMU Scbool of Løw Deueloþmeøt Fønil makes available
ro provide scholarship aid for seconcl-

each year substantial sums

Aids and Awards to Students
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and third-year students with creditable scholastic records who
for full or partial tuition grants.
The following alumni and lav¡ ûrms have made gifts to the development Fund for scholarship awards in 1961-62,
The Vørlick Løtu, lnc.-DøIløs Bør Associøtion Scbolørsbi'þ,
\Øarlick Law, Inc. provides the sum of $1,000 to be given annually by the Dallal Bar Association to the senior student in the
School of Law who has achieved the highest over-all average in
his first two years of law study.
J, Glenn Tarner,'28, a tuition and fee scholarship of ç73r.
Jam.es A. Kilgore,'32, a ruition and fee scholarship of. $735,
Ritchìe, Ritchìe tl Croslønd (Robert F. Ritchie, '41, and J. \Ø.
Crosland, '40) a scholarship oÍ. $73f,
lenkins, Anson el Sþrød'ley of Dallas, a scholarship of $ø¡0.
el Miller of Dallas, a scholJ øc k"soø, V øIk er, \Y inst e ød', C ønttuell
arship of 96f0.
Robert P. Amøck"er, '31, a scholarship of $øf0'
McKool tl McIboI, (Mike McKool, '46; Ferris McKool, 'Í7;
and Bill Cox, 'i8) a scholarship o{ $600.
Vilton H, Føir,'47, a scholarship of $600.
Paul D, Lìnd;ey, '34, a scholarship of $i00.
Tbe Føcalty of the Scbool, of Løat, three Faculty Scholarships of
$f00 each.
GrNrn¿r- ScHor.lnsnps. Students in the School of Lew who
do not hold the A.B. or other b¿chelor's degree are eligible for
scholarships administered by the university c-ommittee on scholar-

demonstrate need

ships. These include the following:

Uøiuersìty Schotrarsbiþs, which are awarded automatically to the
studentì in the various schools of the University'
hishest
""rrÉirre
iank the Commirtee considers the entire University
In"estimating

record

of tñe applicant.

granted part or

Holders

Îúll tuition in

of

University- Scholarships. ate

accordance

with their need and the

funds available.

(Jnilergraduøte Scholøtships, which are aw¿rded' if funds permit
after the"needs of University Scholars are met, to srudents who have
completed one year in Souihern Methodist Univ-ersity with a satis.f.actàry scholasiic record and who have a definite need for aid'

Though preference is given to the student ha-vgrS the highest
scholñtic'ranking, the Õommittee's policy is to help as many deserving students ãs its resources will allow.

r
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Rrcur,¡rtoNs, All scholarships are credited toward the student's
tuition charges and fees, Holders of scholarships are required to cooperate in the observance and enforcement of University regulations and are expected to devote their full time to their studies.
Permission to engage in outside employment during the school year
must be obtained in advance. Scholarship holders are required ro
maintain the academic record necessary -for continuance in good
standing in the School of Law. No one may hold more thân one
scholarship ar a rime.
LOANS
Loans are evailable to deserving students in any school of the
University who are in need of financial assisr¿nce and who have
a scholastic average equal to the minimum avet^ge required for
graduation in the particular school. They are made-ordinãrily only
for tuirion and fees, but loans from tiìe \Øilliam \Øallace-T¿xis
and the Blanche M. Taxis funds are available for personal necessities. Students needing loans may obtain application blanks from the
Dean of Students.
The Law School maintains a separare loan fund from which loans
to students in their second or rhird year, Such loans are
usually limited ro amounrs needed for tuition.
are made

PRIZES

Tbe Senìor Scbolørshiþ Medal. Mr. J. \Øoodall Rodgers of the
Dallas B¿r presents each year a handsome gold medal to the member of the graduating class who has maintained the highest over-all
ayerâge for the three years.
The Dallas Lawyers'Vives Club makes a cash award of gl00
to ân outstanding student in the second-year class. The as¡ârd is
based on scholarship and need.
The law firm of Carrington, Johnson and Stephens presents a
gold watch to the outsranding student in the ûrst-year class.
The Bureau of National Afiairs awa¡ds a year's subscription to
United States Law \Øeek to the graduating senior who hai shown

the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.
The Vernon Law Book Company presenrs annually â set of
Vernon's Annotated Texas Starutes to the student editor of the
Southwestern Law Journal who makes the outstanding conrribution

to the Journal, both quality and quantity considered.
The ñrm of Thompson, Knight, \Øright and Simmons gives each
year a cash av¡ard of gl00 ro the student editor who v¡rite; rhe besr
original commenr published in rhe Law Journal.

Aids and Awards to Students
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The firm of Turner, Atwood, \Øhite, Mclane and Francis gives

each year two cash awards of $t0 each to the two students who
prepare the best recent case notes for the Law Journal.

The Lawyers Title Insurance Company gives each year a

cash

g100 and a certificate to a graduating senior "for excellence in the law of real property." The award is based on the highest
weighæd average Íor 12 or 14 hours in the following courses¡
Property I and II, Land Titles, Family Law and Community Property
and Property Security.
The firm of Matthews, Fisher, Budd and Sands gives each year a
cash award of 9100 to the student who writes the best original
paper in Taxation.
The firm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a cash award of
g100 to the membir of the class in Oil and Gas who PrePares the
best original paper on a subject to be approved by the Professor of
award

of

that course.

The firm of Goldberg and Alexander gives each year a cash
award of $t0.00 to the member of the class in Creditors'Rights
who receives the highest grade on the final examination in the
course.

of Butler,
of $too to

Binion, Rice and Cook gives each year â
the member of the class in Insurance who
prep¿res the best original pâper on a subject to be approved by the

The ûrm

cash aw¿rd
Professor

of that

course.

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers conducts each year the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The
writer of the best paper submitted by a student in the Law School
on some subject dealing with Copyright Law is awarded t prize ol.
$2t0, A prize of g100 is given for the second best paper. The best
paper is ãntered in the nâtional competiûion where an award of
$1,000 is made for the outstanding essay.
The Texas Association of Plaintiffs' Attorneys awards each year
a g100 prize for the best comment in the fields of Torts or \Øorkmen's Compensation lav¡.

The Arthur A. Everts Trophy is aw¿rded each yeat during
Lawyers \Øeeh to the winning counsel in the Senior Case Club
Argument.
The Vernon Law Book Company donates to e¿ch of the three

winners in the Senior Case Club Argument a choice of any one
volume textbook published by the Company.
The Dallas firm of \Øynne and \Wynne has presented to the
School of Law a beautiful bronze plaque on which is inscribed each
year the name of the student who is the most outstanding in Moot

J
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Court Competition. The ûrm also makes a cash av¡ard of 9100 to
the winning student.
Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented to the School
of Law a beautiful bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year
the names of the members of the winning team in the First Ye¿r
Moot Court Competition.
'Ihe Bancroft-\Øhitney Company awards each year to the student making the highest rhree-year âverage, a copy of Volume 3lA
Texas Jurisprudence

(Oil and Gas).

of

selected topics

Bound reprints

from .A,merican Jurisprudence

are presented by the publishers to the student writing the best examination paper in each of the following courses: Administrative Law,

Agency, Bailments (Personal Property), Banhruptcy (Creditors
Rights), Bills and Notes, Corporations, Conflicr of Laws, Constitutional Law, Contracts, Equity, Evidence, Insurance, Labor Law,
Mortgages (Security), Pleading (Procedure II), Taxation and
Trusts.

Law students are also eligible to compete for the R. E. L. Saner
Aw¿rd in Oratory, a gold watch offered annually in a contest begun
by the late R. E. L. Saner, LL.D., of Dallas.

STUDENTT ORGAhTIZATIONS AND

ACTIVITIES
The Sou.tbwesterø Løa lournal, a quarterly legal periodical, has
been publislred continuously by the School of Lav¡ si.rtce 1947, The
Journal is devoted to authoritative analyses of importanr topics of
the law, and it reaches juclges, law schools, and attorneys throughout the United States and abroad. Although the ritle of the publication indicates its former purpose of treating the law of rhe
Southwestern area, its scope toclay embraces signif.cant phases of
local, national and international law. Each issue containi articles
by prominent scholars and attorneys, commenrs by srudenr editors,
and discussions of recent

cases.

The operation and management of the Journal is vested in a
Board of_ Editors composed of third-year srudents. Second-year students, selected on the basis of scholarship, may become candidates.
The Board is chosen from the candidates q¡ho exhibit high capacity
for legal research and writing. All editorial responsibility is in thl
Board of Editors. The wo¡k of the students, coupled with the guidance and assistance of the law faculty, has produced a period-ical
of .permanent value to the legal profession. Law Journal training
and-experience
-are,widely recognized as an invaluable complemenr

to formal legal

education.

Student Organizations and

Activities

tt

Tbe Aþþtied' Legal Trøiøing Ptogrant' is conducted each summer,
and regrriai studen-ts finishing theiisecond--year of law work (third
vear iri the Evenins Division) may enroll. One semester hour of
tredit may be eattteã. Assignments are made to legal offices (firms,
corporations and government) for twelve weeks' Some assignments
are-divided between legal ofrces and district or county courts'

lVeekly compensation of g2i is paid'

Tbe Legal Aid Clinic. In cooperation with the Dallas Legal Aid
th. Dallas Council of Social Agencies, the School operates
Society
Aid Clinic under the supervision of a Faculty Dtecto¡.
a Leg'al "id
por th¡ work the School maintains a suite of student ofrces in
Florence Hall and secretarial assistance. Cases involving domestic
rel¿tions are cleared for the Clinic through the Dallas Family
Service Agency, while cases from out of the county -come b¡t
rcferral frõm óther legal aid clinics and societies. Selected students
are appointed to assist court-appointed attorneys in defending
crimiã¿l cases. Students also advise prisoners in the state penintentiary by mail. The students interviêw the clients and prepare the
papärs ând work as assistants to the attorneys of record when the
ãaies reach the litigation stage. In some civil cases the judge allows
the students to assist in presenting the case in court. This work is
open to second- and third-year students.
Tbe S. M. U. Stul'ent Bør Assocìøtioø, composed of all students
in the School, has as its general purpose the promotion of the
interests of the student body. The Association conducts forums at
which leaders in public and professional life discuss topics of current interest, and it ¿lso sponsors a social function each semester.
The Orùer of the Voolsøch" is a School of Law scholastic honor
society to which not more than the highest ten per cent of each
graduating class may be elected by vote of the faculty.
Tbe Berristers, a general servicc organization of fifteen law students elected ori the basis of scholarship and leadership, has as its
purpose to undertake v¿rious projects for the beneût of the law
students and the School.
The Adaocøtss is an organization composed of all students residing in the Lawyers Inn. It holds dinner meetings to v¡hich prominent lawyers and judges are invited for addresses on interesting
legal topics. It also maintains an active intercst in the social welfare

of all residents.
Tbe Senìor Cøse Cløb is composed of six third-year laq/ students
selected each year by the iaculty on the basis of scholastic achievement and efiectiveness in or¿l presentation to serve as counsel in a
moot câse argued on Lawyers' Day' The case is heard and decided,
on the basis of printed briefs and oral argument, by the Supreme
Court of Texas, invited to the University annually for the occasion.

H
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Tbe Regìonal Moot Court Comþetìtìon is held e¿ch November.
Law Schools from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkensas and New
Mexico are eligible to compete. Prominent lawyers and judges serve
in the preliminary and tnal rounds. The three representatives of this law school are chosen in a series of Moot Court arguments held in October. This competition is a part of the National
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York. The winners of the Regional Competition
go to the tnals in New York City.
as judges

The Støte lunior Bør Moot Court Cooøþetitì.on is held each June
of the annual convention of the State Bar of Texas. This
is an appellate moot court competition between the law schools of
Texas. The question always deals with a moot point of Texas l¿w.
The three representatives of this law school are chosen in a series of
moot court ârguments held in April and May. The school represented by the winners receives a beautiful engraved plaque from
the sponsors, The State Junior Bar of Texas.
TI¡e Fìrst Yeør Moot Coørt Comþetìtion is held each March by
the Student Bar Association as parr of its program ro aid first year
students in their introduction to the law. All first year students are
as a part

eligible for the competition. The participants brief and argue a
moot point of Texas law encountered in the first year law courses.
The u¡inners' names are inscribed on the Russell M. Baker plaque.
Chapters

of three national legal fraternities have been established
John Hemphill Senate of Delta Theta Phi,

ât the School-the

the Roger Brooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta and Monteirh
Inn of Phi Delta Phi. Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa Beta Pi Inter-

national Legal Sorority is active for the benefit of v¡omen students.

ADMISSION TO THE BAR AND
PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
ADMISSION TO THE BAR
Admission to the Bar in Texas is conrrolled by rules of the Supreme
Court and examinations given by the State Board of Law Examiners
in Austin.
To be eligible for these examinations, the student musr be a citizen
of Texas and of the United States, must have resided in the State
of Texas for not less than twelve monrhs prior to the date of the
examination, must have had three years (90 semester-hours) of college work at the time he began the study of law and must have
pursued his law studies for a period of not less than 22 months in

Admission

to the
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a full-time law school, or 36 months in a part-time lew school.
The school attended must be one approved by the Supreme Court.
"No candidate shall be permitted to take the Bar examinarion ar
the same time that he is registered as a student in a law school, uncandidate abeady enjoys an LL.B. degree from an approved
law school." (Rules Governing Admission ro rhe Bar of Texas).
Three examinations are given each year, beginning on the trst
Monday in March, the fourth Monday in June and the ûrst Monday
in October. For the course of study prescribed and the rules governing the examinations, address Secretary, State Board of L¿w Examiners, Austin, Texas.
The curriculum of the School of Law covers ell the subjects
less such

on which the bar examinations are based.
The rules of the Supreme Court require that every person intending to study law in Texas shall, not more thân 60 days before nor
more than 120 days after beginning such study, file with the
Board of Law Examiners in Austin, a "declaration of intention to
study law" showing his educational attainments and the completion of a preliminary character examination. The necessary foims
are sent to successful applicants for admission at the time of their
acceptânce

to the School of Law.

PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
The School of Law, recognizing its obligation to aid its graduates
in securing legal positions, has established a Placement Ofûce, with
¿ member of the faculty serving as Director. This ofûce contacrs
prospective employers and directs graduates roward suitable job

opportunities.

without

Its

services are available

expense and they are urged

to

graduates

at all

times

to register with the Director.

.J
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DEGREES CONFERRED
BACHELOR OF LA\øS
August 28, L959
Harold Deân Jorsenson
B.B.A., Southe;n Methodist Universlty
Herbert Houander Landau
8.s., Long Island University
James Prentiss Leake
8.4., Louisiana State University
I{erschel Arthur Martin
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Robert Christiân Peterson
8.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
¡.red SiU Stradley
8.4., University of the South

Stantev Stillrnan Crooks
""Ê.ã-.".
souinern Methodist Unlverslty

t"gl"T"ååfi

*åÎtJ

ff"'l'fiìåin1u t.,

un tversity

t univers i tv
Leroy Evans, Jr.
William
"ri'.e.,-"lltX'iinPJ,,'iilr%"ti
Wàsiiington and Lee University
oa

i.

Hemando Gomez
S.J.D.. Universidad Javeriana
ii.ú.i Èóutnet" Methodist Universítv

Rov Lyñn JeIlcoat
.'4.4.1-fiowaro

William Douclas Weisbruch
B.B.A,, Southern Methodlst Universlty

county Junior couege

Î!.Îj.Â- Nortn Texas' state

collese

January 26, L960
William Morris Ravklnd

Harrvette Theda BeÌcu
R-À.. University ot Utah
M.4., University of Utah
u13:J.

Tå{å3 Riì}i",t"."t and Mechanrcal
Ralth Wllliam Glenn
B^.A',. University of Texas

couese

R.B.Ä.. University oI Texas
Helen Katz
Pearl
- lg-Ã..
'rexas christian University

"ù"/i;o
""ËË1i.. :i'siìråt¡'l
Frank Stãff Mccee, Jr.

8.A.,

*,

u

n

ive

B.B.A., University of Texas
James Lee Ridgill, Jr.
B.C.E., Clemson College
M.B.À., Texas ChÌistian University
Sam Rosen
B.B,A., Tulane Unlversity
Sam Ed Rowland
B.B.A., 1'exas Àgricultural and Mechanical Col.
lege

LaMence Edward Stelnberg

B.B.A,, Uni.verslty of Texas

rsitv

Svracuse Univers,tY

May 10, L960
Abbey

Methodist UniversitY

Karl

UniversitY
Jr.
Universlty

John Dunlap Crawford
B.B.A., University of Texas
Richard NeiI Currin
B,B.A., Southern Methodist University
Davtd Sttth Curtis
8.S., Texas Ägricultural and Mechanlcal Couegþ
Thomas J. Dean, J¡.*
8.4., University of Misstssippl
Joseph Allen Dougherty
8..A.., Antioch College

8.4.,

Timothy Donald Eyssen
8.A'., Texas Technological College
Robert Allen Fanning
B.B.A., Baylor Unlversity

University

Southern

Jr.

Bean

.tr-arry

Methodist University

State UniversitY
Bennett
of Southern California

8.S.,

,

Ripon
Mechanical

College

Edward Alvin CoPleY, Jr,

8.4.,

Southern Methodist University

Gerald Ray Coplin
B.B,A,, University

of

Oklahoma

Alan David Feld
8.4., Southern Methodist Unlverslty
John Arnold Flygare
8.S., Boston University
Paul Lanaux Fourt

8.4.,

Southem Methodist University

Frank Payne Fullertonr

8.S., Washington Unlversity
Jack Edwin Gentry

8.A.., Southern Methodist Universlty
Ðonald A. Gilley
8.4,, University of Texas
James Gordon Gregory
A'.8., Westminster College
John Patrick Hall, Jr.
B.B.A., Southem Methodist Universlty
Orland Harold Harris
8.A'., North Texas State College

I

Degrees

Conferred

Don B. Hinds*
B.B.A., Soulhern Methodist University
Leonard Victor Hughes, fu.
8.4., Southwestern at Memphis
Herbert Spencer Kendrick
B,B.A,,_ Southern Methodist Unlverslty

Frankìin Read Roark, Jr.
8.S., Southe¡n Methodist Unlversity
James Anderson Weaver Rose

B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unive¡slty
Robert Reed Sanders
8.4., Vanderbilt Unlversity
John William Everman Savilte
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unlverslty
John Thomas Sharpe
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Malcolm Lee Sharv
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
John Floyd Simmons
8.S., North Texas State College
C. Freeman StalÌings, Jr.
8.A',, Southern Met¡odist Universlty
Wynn Garrison Stanton
8,S., Centenary Colìege

Robert Weldon Knight'
B.B.A.L North Texas State College
William Krauledat. Jr.

8.4., Baylor Udiversity
William Edwin Livingstone IIII
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unlverslty
Joe Hilton Lovlng, Jr.
8.A'., qouthern Methodist University
Marvin Clarence Lunde, Jr.
El.8.4., Southern Methodist University
Gene Lewis McCoy
8.4., Baylor Universlty
John Patrick McDowell
8.4., louthern Methodist University
Tom Durham Matthelvs, Jr.
B,B.A., Southern Methodist Universlty

Donald Älexander Swanson, Jr

8.A'., Dartmouth College
John Calder Vance
B.P.A.. University ot Mississippi
Wiuiam Joseph Van Dyke
8.S., Lamar State Couege of Technology
Benjamin Thomas Wages
8.S., McMurry Colleee
Richard Moore Waggonerr
8.4., Southern Methodist University

Charles Dudley Mâyes
B.B.A- Southern Methodist University
Robert Truett Mayo*

8.Ä.., University oI Tesas
M..A.,, University

of

Texas

Donald Juan Metcalfe
B.A'., Southern Methodist University
Robert Lewis Meyers, IU
8.4., _SoutheÌ'n Methodist University
Joseph Jarrett Minton, Jr.
8.4., Southern Methodist University

Luther Lyle Walker
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
William D. Watts, Jr.t
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma

¡'rederick Emerson West
8.4., Texas Technological College
Robert Drake Wilkes
B.B.A., Southern Methodlst Unive¡sity
Richard John Williams*
Howard Glyn Wilson
B.B.A., Texas Technological College
Leslie Læl Wood
8.S., North Texas State College
Donald Keith Young
8.S., Southeast Missouri State College

Richard MeÛitt Mott, Jr.r
8.8.4... Southern Methodist Unive¡slty

ol.
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Elvia Netta Murphy
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Bruce Petty
8.S., Texas Christian Universlty
Ho¡ace Clifford Powell

Joseph PhiUip Prescott

B.B,A.,,Southern Methodist University
Cecil Arthur Ray, Jr.
B.B.A,, Southern Methodist University

MASTER OF COMPARATIVE LA\ø
August 28, 19t9

ge
Bernadino Hoyos-Perez

Doctor

Morteza-Djalill Farshi
LL.B., Tehran University
LL.M., Tehran University

of Law, Universidad Pontiflcla

Bolivâriana

May 30,
Begum Safiya Agha*
8.4., Karnatak College Dharwar

LL,B., Sind Muslim Law

Shameem Akhtar

8.4.,

College

MaJidia fslamia Intermediate CoUege

M.4., Àìlahabad University

LL.B., Allahabad University
Othoniel Armendariz
8,S., Trinity University
LL.B., St. Mary's University
Samuel Duran Bachler
4.8., University of

Kansas
. LL.B., Urüversidad de Concepcion, Chile
Raul Barrios Orbegoso
B.À., Universidad Catolica del Peru
LL.B., Universidad Catolica del Peru
Hsuch-Rong Cheng
LL.B., Taiwan Provincial College

1,960
Salah Uddin Mustafa Dabbagh
8.4., American University ôf Beirut
M.4., American University o-t Beirut

Jorge .¿\ntonio Diaz-Blanco
8.S., Universidad Mayor de San Andres
LL.B., Universidad Mayor de San Andres
William Boardman craves
8.4., University of Maryland
LL.B., Goergetown Law Center

Kyoung Kun HÍìr
p.4., Chung Ang University, Seoul
_.M.4., Chung Ang University, Seoul

Jinta

Boonya-akom*

LL.B., University of I'hammasat
Yong-Kyu Kim
_ L!.8., Seoul.National Univers¡ty
Prathuang Kirtlputra

LL.B., University of Thammasat

V
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Juan Antonio Rlvera, Jr.
8.S., Universidad de Panama
LL.B., Unlversidad de Panama
Jose Luls Rocâ-Garcia*
8.S., Colegio Nacional "Florlda"
LL.B., Unfuersiiy of San Francisco Xavler

Marclo Augusto Ribelro Maclel
LL.B., Universidad Do Brasil
Ttreodore Malbln*

LL.B., School of Law,

Jerusalem

Råul Gerardo Maldonado Lankenau
8..{., Colegio Franco Mexlcano
LL.B., University de Nuevo Leon
Santos Avila Migallos, Jr.

Gonzalo Ruz Geâ.*

LL.B., Universidad National Autonoma

LL,B.. Unlversity of the Philipplnes
Ana Mária Moyano Escalera
8..A... Sacred Heart School
LL.É., Universidad de Buenos Alres
Juan Jose Navarrete
8.4.. University de los Andes
LL.fj.. Univcrsity de los Andes
Shisehaiu Negishi
LL.B., University
Jesus

M.

of

Mexico

David Archibald Stewart

8.4., Mount Allison University
LL.B., Dalhousie University

William James Sullivanr
8.A'., Queen's Universtty
LL.B., Dalhousie University

Whitman Symmes
8.4., University of ldaho
LL.B., Universtty of Idaho
Robert Lee Tanner

Tokyo

Nog:L¡era

LL.B.. University de los Andes
LL.D., Untversity de los Andes
John Faria Pereira
A'.8.. Harvard UniversltY
LL.Ei., Boston University
Jose Maria Perezr
8.4., Academia Militar Ecuador
J.D.. Universidad Catolica DeI Ecuador
Robert Georges Piaton
LL.B.. Faðulte de Droit de Grenoble

8.A'., UniveÌ'sity of Kansas
LL.B., University of Kansas
Carlos Trias Fargas*
LL.B., Universidad Nacional de Colombia
Mehmet Kayo Uysal
LL.B., Unlverslty of Istanbul
Gholam Hussein Vafae
LL,B., Tehran Law School

Slddapui venkatappa Ramanna
B.Sc., University of Mysore
B.L., University of Mysore
Armando Paulino Ribas Catala*

LL.D., 'Iehran Law

School

LL.D., Universlty of

Leyden

Theodoor cornelis VanBoven
LL.B., Universlty of Leyden

8.4.. De Le Salle School

LL.É., Universidad de Santo Tomas

Egon Franz Waschkal
LL.B., University of Vienna

de

Villanueva

MASTER OF LA\ØS IN TAXATION
May 30, L960
Eugenio Perez-Donoso*
tL.M.. Southern Methodist University
Thesis': "Some Problcms Concerning Double
Taxation of Income in the Westem HemlsPhere."

FIONORS
Class

of August,
Cam

1919

Løud.e

John Kennedy England

Class

of May,

1960

Møgnø Cøm Laude
Lester Vernon Baum

Samuel Duran Bachler

James Anderson Weaver

Cum

Laød.e

Joseph Allen Dougherty
Cene Lewis Mccoy
Uddin Mustafa Dabbagh
Jôhn Fariâ Pereira

Larry Lee Bean
Salah

Rose

de

Summary

of Enrollment

INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED
Abllene Christlan College
Alabama, Univeisiiy
"f
Alcorn College

--.

.,--.-...-.-.-.

American Institute
American University
Arizona State College
Arizona, University of ---------.
.-.-.-...-.--..
Arkansás, Universíty of

Arlington Stâle
Austin College

IN

6l

STUDENT BODY

Illinois, University of .--.--,,.,,
5
tnoianá, ÚntveiJ¡tv of .-..--.:.-...--....."...-.
Iowa State Teachers Couege _-_.--...... 3
Istanbul, University of .----_-...---__.__-..Joplin Junior Coìlege _.......... ......._... 1
Kansas State Collece ---......-.

--..----"..

CoUege

1
1

Baylor Uni

Belen School
Bennett College
Boston College
Boston University

1

1
1
1

Bradley University

1

BristoÌ Institute
Brussels, University of -----,--california Institute or r-ecnnoföÈv""..California, University of ---------------.-..
California, University of

3
7

(Los Angeles)

CamercnSÏate'Cottege

1

...,-...-...-.-

1

Centenary College -----------.-CentraL State College ----------..-.-----.--..-.
Central, Universidad (Ecuador) ---.-.
Central University of Venezuela -.--..
Chon-chi College

3

1
1

of Lalv (Korea) -.
(Ecuador)

-"--...--...

College of San Fernando ---.Coloräoo College .-."-.----..-." ..-....-...,...
Colorado St¿te University
Colorâdo, University of ------.-.-------.--..-

Columbia University
Cornell University ---......---..-.----......----Dalhousie University (Canada) -.-..,.Dallas, University of ..........--------------..-Dartmouth CoÌlege,"-"--...-------,

óãnvê úni'ã"siîv ór -.". .
Depauw University
Detroit, University
Douglass College

Drake University

--.,.....-.....

of

Doshlsha University

.....................-.-..
(Japan) ............

-----------.------..----.---.-----------.------

Duke University
East Texas State College
Eastern Montåna College
Eastern New Mexico ---..--..-"...
Edinburgh, University of . . -...-.:..-:.-.El Salvador, University of ---.............
Florida, University of ...---.........---.....-.Fort Lewis Agricultural and

Mechanical College .--...-.",-...
¡Ìank Phillips Cofrege ..."....-..........-..

Freiburg University (Germany) ........
F urman University .....-.......-..---.--..--.----Garden City College -...........-.-.-...........
General Motors Institute
Geneva Universlty (Switzerland) "-,Georgetom Unlverslty
George Washington Universlty,.,,--.-.-

cr¡nneu College

Hamburg, University

Harding College

of

..-..................-

Hüdin-Simmons Universlty

Harvard University
Hawail University
Hendrix College
Hillsboro College

ut

-..-...-.-.---

Houston, University of -.-.---.-..-,...--,,Idaho, University of

1
__..._-_--...------_

of -....--.------,.----__..------._University of _-.--__.---,---,_of ----,,-----.---.---.---.

Southern College
Missouri,

National
University

Ag¡iculture

New York University
North Carolina, University of
North Texas State Collese
No¡thern lllinois Collegd
Optometry
Nor¿hwestern University
Notre Dame University

Jmior

Col.ìege

Ohio Ståte Unlvers¡ty

1

2
1
1
1
1

_."..--.-__.

of

Odessa

5

1

--__--_-...-----__--.-----

Oklahoma Agriculturat and
Mechanical College ___--,-..,--Oktahoma Citv ut i"ue""itv ..:..-...:.::..:._

Oklahoma, University of .....--_.........Padua Law School (Itaty)

42

1
4
2
1
3
1
19

1

Paris Junior College -.....--___--.---_---_--.-- 1
Pâris, University of (France) ----,-_..- 1
Paul Quinn College ...._.........
1
Pennsylvania State Universlty --"--,-_-Pennsylvania, University of ___.-......-._

1

R¡ckhurst UniversiLy

1

Pittsburg, University of -.-.-..
1
Purd.ue Úniversitv :.-..... ..--..-...---..:::.:.- 1
Regis College
1
Rice Institute
Rio de Janeiro, University of -..-..-"---_ 1
Rochester, University of ---.--.-.-.-----_--- 1
Rutgers University ---......---------..-------.---.
St. Ambrose College -...-----------.....-------- 1
St. Edrvard's College -...............__........_- 1
St. John's University
1

St. Mary's University

St. Peter's

University

St, Teresa College

1
1

ìJ

?.
:

j

r

i
i

The School of Law

62

:

I
:
I

Texas College

Sam Houston State
Teachers College

1

Schreiner Institule

4

San Angelo College

1
Seattle University,-...,-..-,..--.-.-.
.--..-..... 1
$tiikl ú;i'ä*ìlv (Philippines)
.... 1
Siìliman University

.t

Simpson Cotlege ..-.---------Soochorv University (Taiwan)

ó
1
South Dakola, University of
1
South Texas SchooÌ of Law
.--.
1
Southeast Missouri State College
Southeastern State College (Okla.) .- 3
Southern California, University of -- 2
Southem Illinois University --,.--.-...--- 1
South, University of ,,,..--..--..--..--,..-..--. 1
-.---------. -----..-.. ----..

Southern Methodist University -------.158
Southwest Texas State
Teachers College "--,--------------...--..-.-.- 2
Southwestern Junlor College ------------ 1
Southwestern University
Spring Hill College .....
State UniveÌsity of Iowa
Slephens College .

1
1

Suf.folk Uìiversity .-...........--..-....-..-.-...Swarthmore College .--.---.------Syracuse University
Teheran University
Temple Junior College

TempÌe University

-----------------.---...

1
1
1
1
2
1

and
35
1

Texas Southmost
Texarkana Junior

of

Arts and Industries
Texas Christlan University
Texâs Southern University
iexãl ieónnãrãeicãi Cóuäge .,,..-....-.
Texas, University of -------.----------..-------Texas Wesleyan College .-..-------.---------Texas Western College ---..-------..-------.-Thammasart, University of
(ThaiIand)

Tulane University
Tulsa, Universif-y of

,-,,,-"------

39
1
19
77

4
1
2
5
5

Tyler' Junior Coîf"Cu -,,.-----...-.----...,-,--.- 4
United States Military Äcademy ------ 2
United ,States Naval Academy .--------" 2
UniversiLy oI Buenos Aires --.. -.---.-... 1
Universidad Nacional de Mexico -----. 2

Univelsity of Nebraska
Universidâd "Tomas Frias"

1

(Bolivia)

Vanderbilt University

Vassar College
Vienna, University- of -----------virginiâ Mititary rnstitut" ..--,--,-,,..:
Washington and Læ University -,-----Washington University

west virginia Wesleyan

CoIIege

----..

wcst Texas State College

Weslern Ulinois University

----..-.---.--.-

1
8

2
1
1
1

1

Wheaton College

Wiley College
Wjsconsin, University of
lvisconsin State College

1
2
2

x
--------.-....--.--.

2
1

SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
FALL SEMESTER,

1960

Dây Division

First

Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Audil ors and Specials . -.---.----

Law

Academy

of the

Americas

of American Law

Evening Division

.-,_....,.-"...--_...,_.,._ 78

a4

65
61

56
30
42

i5

1

15
16

-.-.

241

6

¿¿AS.

I

